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We present IrisFit, a Separation Logic with space credits for reasoning about heap space in a concurrent call-by-value $\lambda$-calculus equipped with tracing garbage collection and shared mutable state. Space credits, a purely logical device, are consumed when a heap block is allocated and recovered when a block becomes provably unreachable. For each allocated address, “pointed-by-heap” and “pointed-by-thread” assertions record which heap blocks point to this address and which threads hold this address as a root. We point out a fundamental difficulty in the analysis of the worst-case heap space complexity of concurrent programs in the presence of tracing garbage collection: if garbage collection phases and steps of the program’s threads can be arbitrarily interleaved, then there exist undesirable scenarios where a root held by a sleeping thread prevents a possibly large amount of memory from being freed. This phenomenon leads to degraded worst-case heap space complexity bounds and to more complex logical specifications: for example, in a naive implementation of Treiber’s lock-free stack, one cannot prove that “pop frees up one list cell worth of heap space”. To remedy this problem, we propose two language features, namely protected sections, where garbage collection is disabled, and polling points, instructions that block the current thread if garbage collection has been requested. Protected sections can be exploited by the programmer to eliminate undesirable scenarios and thereby obtain better worst-case heap space complexity. Polling points can be inserted by the compiler to guarantee liveness. The heart of our contribution is IrisFit, a novel program logic that can establish worst-case heap space complexity bounds and whose reasoning rules can take advantage of the presence of protected sections. We construct IrisFit inside the Coq proof assistant on top of the Iris Separation Logic framework. We prove that IrisFit offers both a safety guarantee—programs cannot crash and cannot exceed a heap space limit—and a liveness guarantee—every memory allocation request is satisfied after a bounded number of execution steps by other threads. We illustrate the use of IrisFit via a number of case studies, including a version of Treiber’s stack that is correctly decorated with protected sections.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Program Verification. The most common aim of program verification is to establish the safety and functional correctness of a program, that is, to prove that this program does not crash and computes a correct result. In the area of deductive program verification [Filliâtre 2011], a program is usually verified with the help of a program logic, that is, a set of deduction rules whose logical soundness has been demonstrated once and for all. Separation Logic [Reynolds 2002] and Concurrent Separation Logic [Brookes and O’Hearn 2016; O’Hearn 2019; Jung et al. 2018] are examples of program logics.
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that allow compositional reasoning (that is, reasoning about a program component in isolation) in the presence of challenging features such as dynamic memory allocation, mutable state, and shared-memory concurrency.

**Verification of Resource Bounds.** Beyond safety and functional correctness, it may be desirable to establish bounds on resource consumption, that is, to prove that the resource requirements of a program (or program component) do not exceed a certain predictable bound. Indeed, a program that requires an unexpectedly large amount of time may be unresponsive. A program that requires an unexpectedly large amount of stack space may crash with a stack overflow. A program that requires an unexpectedly large amount of heap space may exhaust the available memory and make the system unstable.

Assuming that one is able to tell where in the code the resource of interest is consumed and produced, and how much of it is consumed or produced, reasoning about resource consumption can be reduced to reasoning about safety. To do so, one can construct a variant of the program that is instrumented with a resource meter, that is, a global variable whose value indicates what amount of the resource remains available. In this instrumented program, one places assertions that cause a runtime failure if the value of the meter becomes negative. If one can verify that the instrumented program is safe, then one has effectively established a bound on the resource consumption of the original program.

The principle of a resource meter has been exploited in many papers, using various frameworks for establishing safety. For instance, Crary and Weirich [2000] exploit a dependent type system; Aspinall et al. [2007] exploit a VDM-style program logic; Carbonneaux et al. [2015] exploit a Hoare logic; He et al. [2009] exploit Separation Logic. The manner in which one reasons about the value of the meter depends on the chosen framework. In the most straightforward approach, the value of the meter is explicitly described in the pre- and postcondition of every function. This is the case, for instance, in He et al.’s work [2009], where two distinct meters are used to measure stack space and heap space. In a more elaborate approach, which is made possible by Separation Logic, the meter is not regarded as an integer value but as a bag of credits that can be individually owned. This removes the need to refer to the absolute value of the meter: instead, the specification of a function may indicate that this function requires a certain number of credits and produces a certain number of credits.

**Verification of Heap Space Bounds, without Garbage Collection.** A programming language that does not have garbage collection offers an explicit memory deallocation instruction. Thus, it is easy to tell where heap space is consumed and produced: an allocation instruction consumes the amount of space that it receives as an argument; a deallocation instruction recovers the space occupied by the heap block that is about to be deallocated.

In such a setting, traditional Separation Logic, extended with space credits, can be used to establish verified heap space bounds. To the best of our knowledge, such a variant of Separation Logic does not exist in the literature. However, Hofmann’s work on the typed programming language LFPL [2000] can be viewed as a precursor of this idea: LFPL has explicit allocation and deallocation, which consume and produce values of a linear type, written \( \diamond \), whose inhabitants behave very much like space credits.

**Verification of Heap Space Bounds, with Garbage Collection.** In the presence of garbage collection, how does one reason about heap space? In this setting, the programming language does not have a memory deallocation instruction. Thus, it is not evident at which program points space can be reclaimed. A tracing garbage collector (GC) can be invoked at arbitrary points in time, and may deallocate any subset of the unreachable blocks. An unreachable block is a block that is not reachable.
from any root via a path in the heap. Thus, reasoning about heap space in the presence of garbage collection requires somehow reasoning about roots and unreachability.

Madiot and Pottier [2022] make a first step towards addressing this problem. They extend Separation Logic with several concepts. To keep track of free space, they use space credits. They view memory deallocation as a logical operation: it is up to the person who verifies the program to decide at which points this operation must be used and which memory blocks must be logically deallocated. This decision is subject to a proof obligation: a memory block can be logically deallocated only if it is unreachable. Unfortunately, the concept of unreachability is not local: that is, this concept cannot be easily expressed in terms of Separation Logic assertions. Therefore, Madiot and Pottier rephrase this proof obligation as follows: a memory block can be logically deallocated if it has no predecessors and is not a root. To record the predecessors of every memory block, they use pointed-by assertions [Kassios and Kritikos 2013]. To record which blocks are roots, they focus their attention on a low-level language, where the stack is explicitly represented in the heap as a collection of “stack cells”. Then, a block is a root if and only if it is a stack cell.

In previous work [Moine et al. 2023], we scale Madiot and Pottier’s ideas up to a high-level language, where the stack is implicit. We introduce Stackable assertions to implicitly record which memory locations are “invisible roots”, that is, which memory locations are roots because they appear in some indirect caller’s stack frame.

Neither of these papers focuses on concurrency. Madiot and Pottier [2022] technically support concurrency, but only for a low-level language with stack variables explicitly allocated in the heap, and without any concurrent example covered. Moine et al. [2023] do not support it. By design, their Stackable assertion keeps track of a single stack. Extending it with support for multiple stacks is a priori not straightforward.

Verification of Heap Space Bounds, With Garbage Collection and Concurrency. In the present paper, we target a high-level programming language equipped with garbage collection and shared-memory concurrency. In such a setting, multiple threads run concurrently. They share a common heap; each thread has its own implicit stack.

Our initial aim in this project was to propose a program logic that allows its user to reason about heap space, and to verify heap space complexity bounds, in a concurrent setting. However, in the course of this work, we came to realize that, unless some care is taken, concurrent programs can have bad worst-case heap space complexity—that is, worse complexity than one might naively imagine. Thus, constructing a program logic to describe the worst-case scenarios was not sufficient. Instead, we first propose programming language features that let the programmer eliminate some of the worst-case scenarios that we have discovered. The new features that we propose include protected sections—sections of the code where garbage collection is disabled—and polling points—instructions that block the current thread if garbage collection has been requested by one or more other threads. Then, we propose a program logic that lets users exploit the presence of protected sections to establish improved worst-case heap space complexity bounds (§3).

Our protected sections and polling points are inspired by mechanisms found in real-world language implementations, such as Ocaml 5’s “safe points”. However, we believe that our design is better behaved (§11.1, §11.2) and introduces an important distinction between a construct that is inserted by the programmer and that is required to ensure good worst-case heap space complexity (namely, protected sections), and a construct that can be automatically inserted by the compiler and that is required to ensure liveness (namely, polling points).
Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are the following:

- We present LambdaFit (§2, §4), an imperative λ-calculus with shared-memory concurrency and tracing garbage collection. The novel aspects of LambdaFit include protected sections and polling points.
- We introduce IrisFit (§5, §6, §9), a Separation Logic that allows establishing safety, functional correctness, and worst-case heap space complexity properties of concurrent programs, in the presence of garbage collection, and allows compositional reasoning.
- We prove the soundness of IrisFit (§7). More specifically, we establish both a safety theorem, which guarantees that a verified program cannot crash, and a liveness theorem, which guarantees that, provided enough polling points are present, no thread can be forever blocked by a memory allocation request.
- We encode closures in LambdaFit and show how to reason about them with IrisFit (§8). Compared with our previous paper [Moine et al. 2023], we propose an improved treatment of closures: the Spec predicate, describing the behavior of a closure, is persistent.
- We verify several case studies (§10), namely: an implementation of “fetch-and-add” as a CAS loop; a concurrent counter that is encapsulated as a pair of closures; a library for async/finish parallelism; and Treiber’s lock-free stack [1986]. This gallery of challenging examples illustrates the expressive power of IrisFit and how protected sections let us obtain and verify desired heap space complexity bounds.

All of our results, including the validity of our reasoning rules, our soundness theorems, and our case studies, are mechanized using the Coq proof assistant and the Iris framework [Jung et al. 2018]. For details, we refer the reader to our mechanization [Moine 2024].

Because we wish to make the present paper self-contained, we borrow some text from our previous paper [Moine et al. 2023]. The re-used material amounts to roughly 8 pages in total. The main re-used passages are the beginning of this introduction, the design and explanation of the pointed-by-heap assertion (§5.6), the discussion and definition of the closure macros (§2.6, §8.2), the concept and presentation of triples with souvenir (§9), and part of the discussion of the related work (§11.3, §11.4, §11.5).

2 OVERVIEW

LambdaFit is a call-by-value λ-calculus with dynamic memory allocation, mutable state, shared-memory concurrency, and tracing garbage collection. Its syntax and semantics are standard, save for a few original aspects.

First, LambdaFit exhibits a number of non-standard features related with memory management. Its operational semantics defines the concept of a root and has explicit garbage collection steps (§2.1). Furthermore, its operational semantics is parameterized with a maximum heap size. A memory allocation request that would cause this limit to be exceeded is blocking (§2.2). There is a notion of protected section where garbage collection cannot take place (§2.3) and a notion of polling point, an instruction that blocks the current thread if garbage collection has been requested by other threads (§2.4). After detailing these aspects, we give a high-level overview of how IrisFit provides reasoning rules for all these constructs (§2.5).

Second, LambdaFit is restricted to closed functions, also known as code pointers. We encode closures as heap-allocated objects that store code and data (§2.6).

2.1 Roots and Garbage Collection

To be able to talk and reason about the heap space complexity of LambdaFit programs, we must first equip LambdaFit with a semantics where garbage collection is explicit. Garbage collection [Jones
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and Lins 1996] deallocates some or all unreachable memory blocks, where a block is reachable if there exists a path from some root, through the heap, to this block. Thus, the semantics of LambdaFit, and the notion of heap space complexity, depend on an answer to the question: what is a root?

How can the intuitive concept of a root be formally defined in the setting of a small-step, substitution-based operational semantics? Before addressing this question, let us recall a few fundamental aspects of such a semantics. In an operational semantics, a program state, which represents the state of a running program, is a syntactic object. Here, because we are interested in concurrent programs with dynamic memory allocation, a program state includes a thread pool (a list of threads) and a heap (a finite map of memory locations to memory blocks). In a small-step semantics, the manner in which the program state evolves over time is described by a reduction relation, that is, a binary relation on program states. In a substitution-based semantics, within the thread pool, each running thread is represented as a closed term, that is, a term without free variables. The reduction rules ensure that, whenever the scope of a variable is entered, a closed value is substituted for this variable. Thus, a closed term that represents a running thread describes both the code that this thread is about to execute and the data to which this thread has access. In particular, a memory location \( \ell \) is a closed value, and a closed term that represents a running thread can contain memory locations.

In such a setting, what is a root? A simple, commonly agreed-upon answer is: a root is a memory location \( \ell \) that appears in at least one running thread \( t \). By this, we mean that the closed term \( t \), which represents one of the currently running threads, literally contains one or more occurrences of the memory location \( \ell \).

This convention is known as the free variable rule (FVR) [Felleisen and Hieb 1992; Morrisett et al. 1995]. Intuitively, the FVR states that the (computable) set of memory blocks that are reachable by the locations that appear in threads are a conservative approximation of the (uncomputable) set of memory blocks that might be accessed in the future by any of the threads. However, one must keep in mind that the FVR is not a static approximation of the dynamic semantics. Instead, the FVR is part of the definition of the dynamic semantics. It defines the concept of root, which in turn is used to define reachability and garbage collection.

The reader may wonder whether real-world programming languages respect the FVR. As far as we know, many real-world implementations of garbage-collected languages, such as OCaml, SML, Haskell, Scala, Java, and more, are meant to respect the FVR. Unfortunately, this intention is often undocumented. A prominent example of a compiler that explicitly respects the FVR is the CakeML verified compiler. Gómez-Londoño et al. [2020] and Gómez-Londoño and Myreen [2021] prove that the CakeML compiler respects a cost model that is defined at the level of the intermediate language DataLang and that includes a form of the FVR.

2.2 Maximum Heap Size and Blocking Memory Allocation

The default operational semantics of LambdaFit is parameterized by a maximum heap size \( S \), and is designed in such a way that the heap size always remains less than or equal to \( S \). This property, which is stated by Theorem 4.2 (§4.2.8), is enforced as follows. Let us say that a memory allocation request is large if it would cause the heap size to exceed \( S \), that is, if the sum of the current heap size and the number of requested words exceeds \( S \). Otherwise, let us say that the allocation is small. Then, a large memory allocation instruction is not allowed to proceed: it is blocked. Once garbage collection takes place and is able to free enough space in the heap, this memory allocation instruction may become small, therefore unblocked.

Polling points (§2.4) are another kind of instruction that can be blocked.

By blocking large memory allocation instructions, we ensure that one kind of undesirable behavior, namely growing the heap too large, is eliminated a priori. Two kinds of undesirable
behavior remain permitted by the operational semantics, namely \textit{crashes} and \textit{deadlocks}: a thread can crash or become forever blocked. Under certain assumptions about the placement of polling points, our program logic statically guarantees that these undesirable behaviors cannot arise: this is stated by our \textit{safety} and \textit{liveness} theorems (Theorems 7.1 and 7.2).

An alternative approach would be to adopt a simpler \textit{oblivious} operational semantics, where no instruction is ever blocked and where there is no space limit. Then, a different kind of undesirable behavior, namely \textit{deadlocks}, is eliminated a priori. The undesirable behaviors that remain permitted by the operational semantics are \textit{crashes} and \textit{growing the heap too large}. In such a setting, our program logic, which is parameterized by an initial amount of available space $S$, statically provides the following guarantees: first, no thread can crash; second, when every thread is outside a protected section, the live heap space is bounded by $S$. We define this alternative operational semantics and establish this result: this is our \textit{core soundness} theorem (Theorem 7.3). We use this theorem as a stepping stone in the proof of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.

Because in the oblivious semantics an instruction is never blocked, whereas in the default semantics the same instruction can be blocked, the oblivious semantics is a superset of the default semantics. A program has a wider set of possible behaviors in the oblivious semantics than in the default semantics. This is why, with respect to the default semantics, our program logic is able to offer a stronger static guarantee. Indeed, with respect to the default semantics, it guarantees that the heap size \textit{never} exceeds $S$, whereas with respect to the oblivious semantics it guarantees that \textit{when every thread is outside a protected section} the live heap space is at most $S$.

In summary, there is a choice between two operational semantics for LambdaFit. This choice influences which undesirable behavior is eliminated a priori and which ones are eliminated by the program logic. Because the two semantics are not equivalent (one is a strict subset of the other), this choice is not just a matter of presentation: by choosing the more complex and more restrictive semantics, we are able to offer a simpler and stronger static guarantee.

\subsection*{2.3 Protected Sections}

We equip LambdaFit with \textit{protected sections}, that is, sections of the code where garbage collection cannot take place. As long as any thread is inside a protected section, garbage collection is disabled. Thus, if some thread is blocked by a large memory allocation request (§2.2), then this thread must wait until the GC has been allowed to run, which itself cannot take place until every thread is outside a protected section.

A protected section is explicitly delimited by two special instructions, \texttt{enter} and \texttt{exit}, which mark the beginning and end of the section. A single well-balanced construct “protected \{t\}” would be insufficiently flexible, because a protected section typically has one entry point and multiple exit points. This is illustrated by the example of Treiber’s stack (Figure 2).

Protected sections are subject to two restrictions. First, they cannot be nested. Second, a protected section must not contain a memory allocation instruction, a “fork” instruction, a polling point (§2.4), or a function call. These restrictions ensure that a protected section cannot contain a blocking instruction and can be exited in a bounded number of steps. The syntax of LambdaFit does not enforce these restrictions; however, violating them causes a runtime error, and is statically forbidden by our program logic.

\footnote{In our operational semantics, “fork” does not allocate any memory in the heap. We could technically allow “fork” inside a protected section without breaking any of our results. In the real world, though, “fork” is likely to allocate memory. Because we forbid memory allocation inside a protected section, it seems natural to disallow “fork” inside protected sections as well.}

\footnote{Because loops are encoded as recursive functions, forbidding function calls inside protected sections also forbids loops inside protected sections.}
Decorating a program with protected sections reduces the set of its possible behaviors: indeed, as long as one thread is inside a protected section, garbage collection cannot take place, so any thread that is in need of a large allocation must wait. Therefore, decorating a program with protected sections can only reduce its worst-case heap space complexity. This phenomenon is illustrated by the example of Treiber’s stack (§3).

2.4 Polling Points

The combination of blocking memory allocations (§2.2) and protected sections (§2.3) potentially creates deadlocks, endangering liveness: that is, for some programs, there exist adversarial schedules where a large memory allocation request is blocked forever because the GC can never run. For example, imagine that thread $A$ is blocked by a large memory allocation request, while threads $B$ and $C$ both are in an infinite loop whose body contains a protected section. Then, the scheduler can interleave threads $B$ and $C$ in such a way that at all times one of them is inside a protected section, thereby forever disabling garbage collection and blocking thread $A$. We wish to forbid this scenario and to formally establish a liveness guarantee of the form: *always, eventually, every thread can make progress* (Theorem 7.2).

To this end, we equip LambdaFit with polling points. A polling point is a synchronization instruction, a form of barrier. A thread may proceed past a polling point only if no large memory allocation request is currently outstanding. In other words, if any thread is currently blocked by a large memory allocation request, then no thread can move past a polling point. A polling point must not appear inside a protected section.

By inserting sufficiently many polling points into a program, one can ensure that every memory allocation request is eventually satisfied. Indeed, as soon as one thread is blocked on a large memory allocation request, every thread must eventually reach a polling point or a large memory allocation request, where it, too, becomes blocked. At this point, since neither polling points nor memory allocation instructions can appear inside a protected section, every thread must be outside a protected section. Thus, garbage collection can, and must, take place. If enough space becomes available—which our program logic statically guarantees!—then all outstanding memory allocation requests can be satisfied.

In the scenario outlined above, provided a polling point is inserted the loops of both thread $B$ and thread $C$, these two threads must eventually reach a polling point, where they become blocked. The only permitted step is then a garbage collection step, which is expected to free up enough memory to satisfy thread $A$’s large allocation request. Consequently, all three threads become unblocked.

In principle, polling points could be manually inserted by the programmer, but that would be tedious. In practice, we expect a compiler to automatically insert polling points where needed. In §7.2, we prove that a particular polling point insertion strategy, inspired by that of the OCaml 5 compiler, does indeed insert enough polling points to guarantee liveness.

2.5 A Concurrent Separation Logic for Heap Space

This paper presents IrisFit, a concurrent Separation Logic for LambdaFit. IrisFit shares many features with pre-existing Separation Logics. The behavior of a program fragment is described by a *triple*, an assertion whose parameters include a precondition (an assertion that describes the initial state), the program fragment of interest, and a postcondition (an assertion that describes the final state). In IrisFit, a triple also includes a thread identifier, as the logic assigns a unique name to each thread. A rich vocabulary of logical connectives, including *points-to* assertions, *separating conjunction*, and many more, is used to construct assertions, which encode both knowledge of the current state and *permission to update* this state in certain ways.
What sets IrisFit apart from traditional Separation Logics? IrisFit borrows ideas from previous Separation Logics equipped with support for reasoning about heap space in the presence of garbage collection [Madiot and Pottier 2022; Moine et al. 2023] and scales them up to a concurrent setting. Space credits keep track of available space and serve as permissions to allocate memory. Furthermore, several kinds of assertions record which memory locations are reachable and in what way they can be reached. Pointed-by-heap assertions [Madiot and Pottier 2022] keep track of predecessors of each location in the heap. Pointed-by-thread assertions (new in this paper) keep track of the threads in which each location is a root. Like previous logics [Madiot and Pottier 2022; Moine et al. 2023], IrisFit features a ghost deallocation rule. Because the programming language does not have an explicit memory deallocation instruction, it is up to the user of the logic to decide where to apply this rule. This rule requires proof that the memory block of interest is unreachable. This proof takes the form of pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions, which are consumed; space credits are produced in their stead. A novelty of this paper is that logical deallocation does not require or consume the points-to assertion.

A crucial novel aspect of IrisFit is its ability to take advantage of protected sections while reasoning. Indeed, IrisFit offers a relaxed way of keeping track of roots inside protected sections. Ordinarily, pointed-by-thread assertions record which locations are roots, and as long as a location is a root, this location cannot be logically deallocated. Inside a protected section, however, an exception to this regime is made: the logic keeps track of a set of temporary roots. The user can turn an ordinary root into a temporary root (and vice-versa). The logic requires that, by the time the protected section ends, no temporary roots remain. Thus, by that time, every temporary root must no longer be a root (or must have been turned back into an ordinary root). Crucially, inside a protected section, the condition under which logical deallocation is permitted is: if a location \( \ell \) is not an ordinary root in any thread, and if \( \ell \) has no live heap predecessors, then it can be logically deallocated. In other words, even though physical garbage collection is disabled inside protected sections, logical deallocation remains permitted, and is oblivious to the existence of temporary roots. Finally, perhaps surprisingly, because the points-to assertion survives logical deallocation and enables read and write access, a temporary root that has already been logically deallocated can still be accessed before the protected section ends. This pattern appears while verifying lock-free data structures (§10.5).

2.6 Closures

To model the space complexity of programs that involve closures [Landin 1964; Appel 1992], we must somehow reflect the fact that a closure is a heap-allocated object. It has an address, a size, and may hold pointers to other objects. Thus, a closure has both direct and indirect impacts on space complexity: it occupies some space; and, by pointing to other objects, it keeps these objects live (reachable), preventing the GC from reclaiming the space that they occupy.

Thus, we cannot use the standard small-step, substitution-based semantics of the \( \lambda \)-calculus, where a \( \lambda \)-abstraction is a value that does not have an address or a size. Instead, two approaches come to mind. One approach is to view a \( \lambda \)-abstraction as a primitive expression (not a value) whose evaluation causes the allocation of a closure. Another approach is to adopt a restricted calculus that offers only closed functions (as opposed to \( \lambda \)-abstractions with free variables) and to define closure construction and closure invocation as macros, or canned sequences of instructions, on top of this calculus. As shown by Paraskevopoulou and Appel [2019], these two approaches yield the

---

3Because the GC cannot run while any thread is inside a protected section, it cannot observe the existence of a temporary root. Therefore, there is no reason why the existence of a temporary root should prevent logical deallocation.
same space cost model. Furthermore, provided suitable syntax is chosen, the end user does not see
the difference: it is just a matter of presentation in the metatheory.

We choose the second approach, because we find it simpler. In so doing, we follow Gómez-
Londoño et al. [2020], who define the CakeML cost model at the level of DataLang, the language
that serves as the target of closure conversion.

Thus, we equip LambdaFit with **closed functions**, which we also refer to as **code pointers**. We write
\( \mu pt f. \lambda x.t \) for a (recursive, multi-argument) closed function, and write \( (v \bar{u})_{pt} \) for the invocation
of the code pointer \( v \) with arguments \( \bar{u} \). LambdaFit does not have primitive closures. This allows
us to present a program logic for LambdaFit and to establish the soundness of this logic without
worrying about closures. Once this is done, we define **closure construction** \( \mu clo f. \lambda x.t \) and **closure
invocation** \( (f \bar{u})_{clo} \) as macros, and we extend our program logic with high-level reasoning rules for
closures (§8). This allows end users to reason about these macros without expanding them and
without even knowing how they are defined. In summary, LambdaFit can macro-express closures,
and our logic allows reasoning about closures in the same way as if they were primitive constructs.

Our construction of closures as macros is the same as in our previous paper [Moine et al. 2023].
Our treatment of closures in the logic, however, has been generalized to multiple threads and
simplified by describing closures via persistent predicates (§8).

3 WHY TREIBER’S STACK NEEDS PROTECTED SECTIONS

To motivate the interest of protected sections for establishing space bounds, we use the example of
Treiber’s stack, a lock-free, linearizable stack [Treiber 1986]. We first present a naive implementation
of this data structure without protected sections (§3.1). We point out that this implementation
has an unsatisfying worst-case heap space complexity: there are scenarios where a successful
pop operation does not allow any memory cell to be freed (§3.2). All memory can eventually be
recovered, but this requires waiting until all threads have completed their interaction with the
stack. This situation is unpleasant: pop cannot be given a simple logical specification of the form
“a successful pop frees up one list cell worth of heap space”. We show that, by annotating the
code with protected sections, one can eliminate these undesirable scenarios and obtain the desired
specification (§3.3). Near the end of this paper (§10.5), we present the details of how we formally
establish this specification in IrisFit.

3.1 Naive Implementation of Treiber’s Stack

Treiber’s stack is implemented as a mutable reference to an immutable linked list, whose head
corresponds to the top of the stack. Pseudo-code is presented in Figure 1.

The function call \( \text{create}() \) creates a new stack, represented as a fresh reference to an empty
list \( \text{nil} \). The \( \text{nil} \) value takes up no heap space: it is in fact an integer value.
The functions push and pop make crucial use of the atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) instruction. Each of them is implemented as a “CAS loop”: it prepares an operation and attempts to atomically commit this operation using a CAS instruction. If the CAS succeeds, the function returns; otherwise, the loop continues with another attempt. Here, each loop is encoded as a tail-recursive function.

The function push \( s \) inserts a new element \( v \) in a stack \( s \). First, \( s \) is dereferenced (line 4) so as to obtain the address \( h \) of the head of the linked list. Then, a new list cell \( h^\prime \) is allocated (line 5). The “data” and “tail” fields are initialized with \( v \) (line 6) and \( h \) (line 7). Then, a CAS instruction attempts to update the content of \( s \) from \( h \) to \( h^\prime \) (line 8). If this attempt is successful, push returns (line 9); otherwise, it means that a concurrent push or pop has succeeded. In this case, another attempt is made (line 10).

The function pop \( s \) extracts the top element of the stack \( s \). First, the head \( h \) of the linked list is read (line 12). If the list is empty, pop makes another attempt (line 14), waiting for the stack to become nonempty. Otherwise, the “tail” field of the cell \( h \) is read so as to obtain the address \( h^\prime \) of the next list cell (line 16). Then, a CAS instruction attempts to update the content of \( s \) from \( h \) to \( h^\prime \) (line 17). If this attempt is successful, pop reads the “data” field of the cell \( h \) and returns its value (line 18); otherwise, it means that a concurrent push or pop has succeeded. In this case, another attempt is made (line 19).

Treiber’s stack is linearizable [Herlihy and Wing 1990], in the sense that push and pop atomically take effect at a certain point between the function call and return.

### 3.2 Space Consumption of Treiber’s Stack without Protected Sections

What is the space consumption of push and pop? Let us write \( W \) for the number of memory words occupied by one list cell. A successful push operation consumes \( W \) memory words, as it allocates one single list cell. Symmetrically, a successful pop operation should intuitively free up \( W \) memory words. Indeed, the list cell being extracted from the list becomes unused, so one might hope that the GC could reclaim it.

However, this intuition is false: when pop returns, although the extracted list cell is indeed unused, it is not necessarily unreachable. Indeed, the extracted list cell might still be a root of other threads that are still in the process of executing a push or pop operation (which is about to fail) on the exact same cell. This issue leads to a problematic worst-case space complexity. Indeed, a thread that holds a list cell as a root causes all descendants of this cell to remain reachable.

**A Problematic Scenario and a Solution.** Here is a problematic scenario where a cell extracted by a successful pop remains reachable by other threads, preventing its immediate reclamation. Suppose that the stack \( s \) consists of a single list cell whose address is \( \ell \). Suppose that thread \( A \) attempts to push a new value onto \( s \), while thread \( B \) attempts to pop a value off \( s \). Thread \( A \) starts making progress while thread \( B \) is asleep. Thread \( A \) begins to execute push. At line 4, its local variable \( h \) is bound to the address \( \ell \). At line 5, it allocates a new list cell at address \( \ell' \); its local variable \( h' \) is bound to \( \ell' \). At line 7, the “tail” field of the new cell is set to \( \ell \). Then, suppose thread \( A \) falls asleep. Thread \( B \) wakes up and successfully pops one value off the stack. The reference \( s \) now stores the value nil. The cell \( \ell \) has been extracted by pop and is no longer logically part of the stack. The cell \( \ell' \) has not yet been inserted by push and is not logically part of the stack.

Because the cell \( \ell \) has been extracted by a pop operation that has successfully completed, one might expect this cell to be now unreachable. However, this is not the case. Thread \( A \) has fallen asleep between lines 7 and 8. At this point, the local variables \( h \) and \( h' \) are still needed in the future: they occur on line 8. Therefore, the locations \( \ell \) and \( \ell' \) are roots in thread \( A \). Besides, even if \( \ell \) was not a root, it would still be reachable via the root \( \ell' \), since the “tail” field of the cell \( \ell' \) contains the pointer \( \ell \). This is problematic: a cell that has been extracted by pop is still reachable after pop has
Fig. 2. A safe-for-space version of Treiber’s stack. Protected section entry and exit points are highlighted.

3.3 Space Consumption of Treiber’s Stack with Protected Sections

We introduce protected sections in Treiber’s stack to prevent garbage collection between the moment a thread reads the address of the head cells and the moment the CAS operation is executed. The modified pseudo-code that we propose appears in Figure 2. With respect to the original code in Figure 1, two main changes are made. First, protected sections, delimited by `enter` and `exit` instructions, are inserted into `push` and `pop`. Second, the allocation of a new list cell in `push` must be anticipated (moved higher up in the code), because memory allocations are forbidden inside protected sections (§2.3). The protected sections in Figure 2 are placed in such a way that, outside these sections, no list cell that is part of the data structure is a root. Therefore, when garbage collection takes place, necessarily at the time when no thread is inside a protected section, it is the case that no internal list cell is a root. This guarantee is strong enough to allow us to prove that “pop frees up \( W \) words of memory”. Intuitively, the list cell addresses that are read inside protected sections can be registered in our logic as temporary roots, allowing for their logical deallocation after a successful pop operation. More details about this statement and about its proof are given in (§10.5).

4 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF LAMBDAFIT

In this section, we formally present the syntax of LambdaFit (§4.1) and its small-step reduction relations (§4.2).
which, together, form the dynamic semantics of LambdaFit. The head reduction (a self-reference, allowing the function to invoke itself) and the heap allocation expression allocate a fresh memory block of size \( n \) and returns its address. The field at offset \( i \) in the memory block at address \( x \) is read by the “load” expression \( x[i] \) and written by the “store” expression \( x[i] \leftarrow y \).

Two standard concurrency-related constructs are “fork” and CAS. The expression fork \( t \) spawns a new thread whose code is \( t \). The compare-and-swap expression CAS \( \ell[i] v v' \) atomically loads a value from block \( \ell \) at offset \( i \), compares this value with \( v \), and, in case they are equal, overwrites this value with \( v' \). Its Boolean result indicates whether the write took place.

The instructions enter and exit mark the beginning and end of a protected section (§2.3). The poll instruction is a polling point (§2.4).

4.2 Semantics

We now define the operational semantics of LambdaFit. We begin with our model of memory, that is, our view of the heap as a collection of memory blocks, and our notion of heap size (§4.2.1). We define thread pools and configurations (§4.2.2). Then, we introduce a series of reduction relations which, together, form the dynamic semantics of LambdaFit. The head reduction relation (§4.2.3) describes one elementary step of computation by one thread. The step relation (§4.2.4) allows head reduction to take place under an evaluation context. It represents one step of computation by one thread. The garbage collection relation (§4.2.5) describes the effect of the GC on the heap. The action relation (§4.2.6) and the main reduction relation (§4.2.8) describe the evolution of a complete system.
There, each step is either a garbage collection step or a step of one thread. The main reduction relation is obtained from the action relation by restricting it to a subset of enabled actions (§4.2.7).

### 4.2.1 Memory Blocks, Stores, and Heap Size

A memory block is either a tuple of values, written \(\bar{v}\), or a special deallocated block, written \(\emptyset\). A store \(\sigma\) (or heap) is a finite map of locations to memory blocks. We write \(\emptyset\) for the empty store.
Our semantics does not recycle memory locations. When a heap block at address \( \ell \) is reclaimed by the GC, the store is updated with a mapping of \( \ell \) to \( \hat{\ell} \). The address \( \ell \) continues to exist and is never re-used. Naturally, in an implementation, memory locations would be recycled. However, we work at a higher level of abstraction. The reasoning rules of our program logic guarantee that a memory allocation always produces a fresh address.

We assume that the space usage (in words) of a block of \( n \) fields is \( \text{size}(n) \), where \( \text{size} \) is a mathematical function of \( \mathbb{N} \) to \( \mathbb{N} \). If, for instance, every memory block is preceded by a one-word header, then the function \( \text{size} \) would be defined by \( \text{size}(n) = n + 1 \). LambdaFit and IrisFit are independent of the definition of \( \text{size} \). For our case studies (§10), we chose \( \text{size}(n) = n \). We write \( \text{size}(\bar{v}) \) as a shorthand for \( \text{size}(n) \), where \( n \) is the length of the list \( \bar{v} \). By convention, we let \( \text{size}(\emptyset) = 0 \). This reflects the fact that a deallocated block occupies no space.

We define the size of a store \( \sigma \) as the sum of the sizes of its blocks. Thus, we do not measure the physical size of the heap, that is, how much memory has been borrowed from the operating system. Instead, we measure the total size of the memory blocks that are currently allocated. We ignore fragmentation.

4.2.2 Thread Pools and Configurations. A thread \( t \) is just a term. A thread’s status \( g \) is either In or Out. The status records whether the thread is currently inside or outside a protected section.

A thread pool \( \theta \) is a list of pairs \( (t, g) \) of a thread \( t \) and its status \( g \). A thread identifier \( \pi \) is an integer index into a thread pool.

A configuration \( c \) is a pair \( (\theta, \sigma) \) of a thread pool \( \theta \) and a store \( \sigma \). The initial configuration for a program \( t \) consists of a thread pool that contains just the thread \( (t, \text{Out}) \) and the empty store \( \emptyset \). We write \( \text{init}(t) \) for this initial configuration. We define the heap size of a configuration as the size of its store: \( \text{size}(\emptyset, \sigma) = \text{size}(\sigma) \).

4.2.3 The Head Reduction Relation. The head reduction relation \( t / g / \sigma \xrightarrow{\text{head}} t'/g' / \sigma'/t' \) describes an evolution of the term \( t \) with status \( g \) and store \( \sigma \) to a term \( t' \) with status \( g' \) and store \( \sigma' \), optionally forking off a new thread \( t' \). The metavariable \( t' \) denotes an optional term: it is either a term \( t \) or \( \varepsilon \), which means that no thread was forked off.

The head reduction relation describes how an instruction is executed under the assumption that this instruction is enabled, that is, not blocked. The definition of enabled instructions, which describes under what conditions an instruction is blocked, is given later on (§4.2.7).

The head reduction relation is defined by the rules in Figure 4.

\text{HeadLetVal}, \text{HeadStore}, \text{HeadCASSuccess} \text{ and } \text{HeadCASFailure}, \text{ which describe memory accesses, are also standard. These rules require that the memory location } \ell \text{ be valid: this is expressed by the premise } \sigma(\ell) = \bar{w}. \text{ Furthermore, they require the integer value } i \text{ to be a valid index into the memory block at address } \ell: \text{ this is expressed by the premise } 0 \leq i < |\bar{w}|. \text{ We write } \bar{w}(i) \text{ for the } i\text{-th value in the sequence } \bar{w}, \text{ and } [i := v] \bar{w} \text{ for the sequence obtained by updating the sequence } \bar{w} \text{ at index } i \text{ with the value } v. \text{ We write } [\ell := \bar{w}]\sigma \text{ for the store obtained by updating the store } \sigma \text{ at address } \ell \text{ with the block } \bar{w}. \text{ Hence, } [\ell := [i := v] \bar{w}]\sigma \text{ describes an update of the } i\text{-th field of the block at location } \ell.

\text{HeadEnter} \text{ and } \text{HeadExit} \text{ cause the thread to change its status from Out to In and vice-versa. By design, no reduction rule describes the effect of enter when the thread’s status is In or the effect of exit when the thread’s status is Out. Such a situation is considered a runtime error: the thread is stuck.}

\text{HeadCall}, \text{HeadAlloc}, \text{HeadFork}, \text{ and } \text{HeadPoll} \text{ require the thread’s status to be Out. Thus, inside a protected section, a function call, a memory allocation request, a “fork” instruction, or a polling point causes a runtime error. Aside from this, HeadCall and HeadFork are standard.}
ActionThread
\[
\begin{align*}
\theta(\pi) &= (t, g) \\
\theta' &= \theta + [t' \mapsto \ell']
\end{align*}
\]
ActionGC
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{locs}(\theta) \vdash \sigma \overset{\text{gc}}{\longrightarrow} \sigma' & \quad \sigma \neq \sigma' \\
(\theta, \sigma) \overset{\text{action}}{\rightarrow}_{\text{gc}} (\theta', \sigma')
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 7. The action relation

**HeadAlloc** allocates a block of \(n\) fields at a fresh memory location and initializes each field with a unit value. We write \(()^n\) for a sequence of \(n\) unit values. **HeadPoll** indicates that a polling point is a no-operation: poll acts as a form of barrier (§4.2.7), and is otherwise effectless.

### 4.2.4 The Step Relation

The step relation has the same shape as the head reduction relation (§4.2.3). It takes the form \(t / g / \sigma \overset{\text{step}}{\longrightarrow} t' / g' / \sigma' / t\). It is inductively defined by the rules **StepHead** and **StepCtx** in Figure 5. These rules allow one head reduction step under a stack of evaluation contexts. An evaluation context \(K\) is a term with a hole written \(\Box\) at depth exactly 1. The syntax of evaluation contexts, presented in Figure 3, dictates a left-to-right, call-by-value evaluation strategy. We write \(K[t]\) for the term obtained by filling the hole of the evaluation context \(K\) with the term \(t\).

### 4.2.5 The Garbage Collection Relation

Several concepts related with garbage collection are defined in Figure 6. The edge relation \(\ell \overset{\text{edge}}{\rightarrow} \ell'\), defined by the rule **Edge**, means that the block at location \(\ell\) contains a pointer to location \(\ell'\). When this relation holds, we say that \(\ell\) is a predecessor of \(\ell'\). The reachability relation \(\ell \overset{\text{reach}}{\rightarrow} \ell'\) is the reflexive-transitive closure of the edge relation.

The garbage collection relation \(R + \sigma \overset{\text{gc}}{\rightarrow} \sigma'\), defined by the rule **GC**, describes the effect of the GC. This relation means that a garbage collection phase can transform the store \(\sigma\) into a store \(\sigma'\), while respecting the set of roots \(R\), a set of memory locations. This relation is non-deterministic: the GC may reclaim any unreachable memory block, but need not reclaim every such block. According to the first premise of the rule **GC**, the stores \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma'\) have the same domain: garbage collection does not create or destroy any memory locations. According to the second premise, at each memory location \(\ell\), either nothing happens (\(\sigma'(\ell) = \sigma(\ell)\)) or a memory block becomes deallocated (\(\sigma'(\ell) = \emptyset\)). The second case is permitted only if \(\ell\) is not reachable from any of the roots in the set \(R\).

### 4.2.6 The Action Relation

The relations defined so far describes how a thread makes a step (§4.2.4) and how the GC makes a step (§4.2.5). We now define a relation that interleaves these two kinds of steps. It is a labeled transition relation: each step is labeled with an action \(a\), which is either a thread identifier \(\pi\) or the fixed token “gc”. The action relation \(c \overset{\text{action}}{\rightarrow}_a c'\) relates two configurations \(c\) and \(c'\) and is labeled with an action. It is defined by the two rules in Figure 7. **ActionThread** allows a step by one thread whose identifier is \(\pi\). This thread evolves from \((t, g)\) to \((t', g')\): the thread pool is updated accordingly. The heap, which is shared between all threads, evolves from \(\sigma\) to \(\sigma'\). A new thread \(t'\) possibly appears: if so, the thread pool is extended with the new entry \((t', \text{Out})\). **ActionGC** describes a garbage collection step. The roots provided to the GC are \(\text{locs}(\theta)\), that is, the locations that occur in the thread pool: this is the FVR (§2.1). The side condition \(\sigma \neq \sigma'\) prevents the GC from stuttering. We would otherwise not be able to prove that every thread is eventually able to make progress (Theorem 7.2).

### 4.2.7 Enabled Actions

Two LambdaFit instructions possibly have a blocking behavior: a large memory allocation instruction is blocking (§2.2); if a large memory allocation request is outstanding, then a polling point is blocking (§2.4). Furthermore, while any thread is inside a protected section,
garbage collection is disabled (§2.3). To reflect these aspects, we now wish to define under what
conditions an action is enabled (allowed to proceed) or disabled (blocked).

The distinction between small and large memory allocation requests depends on the maximum
heap size $S$ (§2.2): Therefore, the notion of enabled action depends on the parameter $S$, and so does
the main reduction relation, which is defined in the next subsection (§4.2.8).

To define enabled actions, a few auxiliary predicates are needed. They appear in Figure 8.

The proposition $\text{IsAlloc} n t$ means that the next instruction of the thread $t$ is "alloc $n$". In other
words, this thread is now requesting a new memory block of $n$ fields. Similarly, the proposition
$\text{IsPoll} t$ means that the next instruction of the thread $t$ is "poll".

The proposition $\text{AllocFits} t \sigma$ means that, if the next instruction in thread $t$ is an allocation
request, then it is a small one: that is, there is currently enough free space in the store $\sigma$ to satisfy it.
When this is the case, we say that thread $t$ fits. The proposition $\text{EveryAllocFits} c$ means that, in the
configuration $c$, every thread fits.

The proposition $\text{Enabled} c a$ means that, in the configuration $c$, action $a$ is enabled. It is defined
by the rules $\text{ENABLEDTHREAD}$ and $\text{ENABLEDGC}$ in Figure 8. For a thread $\pi$ to be enabled, it must
be the case that (1) thread $\pi$ fits and (2) if thread $\pi$ is at a polling point then every thread fits.
For garbage collection to be enabled, it must be the case that every thread is currently outside
a protected section.

The following simple lemma states that if every thread fits then every action is enabled. It is
used in the proof of our liveness theorem (§7.2).

**Lemma 4.1 (All Enabled).** If $\text{EveryAllocFits} c$ holds, then, for every thread identifier $\pi$ that is valid
with respect to the configuration $c$, $\text{Enabled} c \pi$ holds.

### 4.2.8 The Main Reduction Relation.

The auxiliary relation $c \xrightarrow{\text{enabled action}} c'$, defined in Figure 9, is the restriction of the action relation to enabled actions. The main reduction relation $c \xrightarrow{\text{main}} c'$ is
obtained from this auxiliary relation by abstracting away the action $a$. Thus, a step in the main reduction relation corresponds to an enabled action by some thread or by the GC.

By design of our semantics, the maximum heap size $S$ is never exceeded. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that large memory allocation requests are blocked.

**Theorem 4.2 (Heap Size).** If $\text{size}(c) \leq S$ and $c \xrightarrow{\text{main}} c'$ then $\text{size}(c') \leq S$.

This simple theorem is not used anywhere; it serves to document the design of the semantics.

## 5 PROGRAM LOGIC: ASSERTIONS

This section offers an overview of the various kinds of assertions that play a role in IrisFit. We introduce the syntax of each assertion, its intuitive meaning, and the ghost reasoning rules that help understand this meaning, such as splitting and joining rules. We informally explain the life cycle of each assertion: where it typically appears, where it is exploited, and where it is consumed. A presentation of the reasoning rules for terms is deferred to the following section (§6).

We begin with a presentation of triples (§5.1) and ghost updates (§5.2). Then, we briefly present the standard points-to assertion (§5.3), the novel “sizeof” assertion (§5.4), and space credits (§5.5). We then devote our attention to the assertions that record reachability or unreachability information, namely the pointed-by-heap assertion (§5.6), the novel pointed-by-thread assertion (§5.7), the novel “inside” and “outside” assertions (§5.8), and deallocation witnesses (§5.9). Finally, we explain liveness-based cancellable invariants (§5.10), a useful idiom that expresses that a certain invariant holds as long as a certain location is live.

IrisFit is a variant of the Iris program logic [Jung et al. 2018, §6–7], and is built on top of the Iris base logic [Jung et al. 2018, §5]. We reuse a large amount of Iris’s standard notation. In particular, we write $\Phi$ for assertions, $\{P\}$ for a pure assertion, $\Phi \ast \Phi'$ for a separating conjunction, and $\Phi \Rightarrow \Phi'$ for a separating implication. We express the logical equivalence of two assertions as $\Phi \equiv \Phi'$. A postcondition $\Psi$ is a function of a value to an assertion: in other words, it is the form $\lambda v. \Phi$.

### 5.1 Triples

A triple takes the form $\{\Phi\} \pi : t \{\Psi\}$. Its intuitive meaning is that if the store satisfies the assertion $\Phi$ then it is safe for thread $\pi$ to execute the term $t$; furthermore, if and when this computation terminates and produces a value $v$, then the store satisfies the assertion $\Psi v$.

Even though the main reduction relation (§4.2.8) is parameterized with a maximum heap size $S$, the meaning of triples is independent of $S$. Indeed, triples are internally defined in terms of the oblivious reduction relation (§7.3), which does not depend on $S$. Therefore, none of the reasoning rules mentions $S$. Our program logic is compositional: each program component can be verified in isolation and without knowledge of $S$.

Formally, a triple is also parameterized by a mask [Jung et al. 2018, §2.2]. Masks prevent the user from opening an invariant twice. As our treatment of invariants and masks is standard, we omit masks everywhere. The interested reader is referred to our mechanization [Moine 2024].

We write $\{\Phi\} \pi : t \{\lambda \ell. \Phi\}$, where the metavariable $\ell$ denotes a memory location, as syntactic sugar for $\{\Phi\} \pi : t \{\lambda v. \exists \ell. \, r \ell v = \ell v \ast \Phi\}$. We adopt the convention that multi-line assertions are implicitly joined by a separating conjunction.

### 5.2 Ghost Updates

Iris features ghost state and ghost updates [Jung et al. 2018, §5.4]. A ghost update is written $\Phi \Rightarrow \Phi'$. It is an assertion, which means that (up to an update of the ghost state) the assertion $\Phi$ can be transformed into $\Phi'$. 


In IrisFit, it is sometimes necessary for a ghost update to refer to “the identifier of the current thread” or to “the roots of the current thread”. For this purpose, we introduce a custom ghost update, written $\Phi \pi \Psi \Phi'$, whose extra parameters are a thread identifier $\pi$ and a set of memory locations $\Psi$. It is strictly more powerful than a standard ghost update: the law $(\Phi \implies \Phi') \implies (\Phi \pi \Psi \Phi')$ is valid.

Custom ghost updates are exploited in the **Consequence** rule, which appears in Figure 10. This rule allows strengthening the precondition and weakening the postcondition of a triple. Updating the precondition requires a custom ghost update where the parameter $\Psi$ is instantiated with $\text{locs}(t)$. Indeed, this set represents the roots at the point where this update takes place. Updating the postcondition requires a custom ghost update where $\Psi$ is instantiated with $\text{locs}(v)$, where $v$ denotes the value of the term $t$. Indeed, these are the roots at the point where that update takes place.

When a custom ghost update is independent of the parameters $\pi$ and $\Psi$, we omit them: we write $\Phi \equiv \Phi'$ for $\forall \pi \Psi. \Phi \pi \Psi \Phi'$. Examples of custom ghost updates appear in Figures 14, 15, and 16 and are discussed in the following sections.

The **Frame** rule, also shown in Figure 10, retains its standard form.

### 5.3 Points-to Assertions

IrisFit features standard points-to assertions of the form $\ell \mapsto p \wedge w$, where $p$ is either a fraction in the semi-open interval $(0, 1]$ or the discarded fraction $\Box$ [Vindum and Birkedal 2021]. In the latter case, the points-to assertion is persistent.

**Rules.** Points-to assertions can be split and joined in the usual way, and a points-to assertion that carries a fraction $p$ can be permanently transformed into one that carries the discarded fraction $\Box$. We do not show these standard rules.

**Life cycle.** A points-to assertion appears when a memory block is allocated. It is required (and possibly updated) when this block is accessed by a load, store, or CAS instruction (§6.2). It is not required or consumed when this block is logically deallocated (§6.1). This is an original feature of IrisFit.

### 5.4 Sizeof Assertions

The assertion $\text{sizeof } \ell n$ means that there is or there used to be a block of size $n$ at address $\ell$. It is persistent: indeed, once the size of a block has been fixed, it can never be changed.

**Rules.** Two reasoning rules allow introducing and exploiting “sizeof” assertions (Figure 11). $\text{SizeOfPointsTo}$ creates a “sizeof” assertion out of a points-to assertion. $\text{SizeOfConfront}$ states that two “sizeof” assertions for the same address must agree on the size of the block at this address.
5.5 Space Credits

To reason about free space, we use space credits [Madiot and Pottier 2022; Moine et al. 2023]. The assertion $\diamond n$ denotes the unique ownership of $n$ space credits. It can be understood as a permission to allocate $n$ words of memory. At a lower level of understanding, this assertion means that $n$ memory words are currently free or can be freed by the GC once it is given a chance to run. This interpretation of space credits is the same as the earlier papers cited above; however, in these previous papers, garbage collection was allowed to take place at any time, whereas in the present paper, garbage collection is enabled only when all threads are outside protected sections.

Following Moine et al. [2023], space credits are measured using non-negative rational numbers. Of course, a physical word of memory cannot be split, so the total number of space credits in existence is a natural number; so are the numbers involved in the reasoning rules for memory allocation and deallocation. Still, rational numbers appear essential in certain amortized complexity analyses, as illustrated by the example of chunked stacks [Moine et al. 2023]. Rational credits also appear in amortized time complexity analyses [Charguéraud and Pottier 2019; Mével et al. 2019].

Rules. Figure 12 presents two basic reasoning rules about space credits. \texttt{ZERO}SC asserts that zero credits can be forged out of thin air. \texttt{SPLITJOIN}SC asserts that space credits can be split and joined.

Life cycle. Space credits are consumed by memory allocation (§6.2) and produced by logical deallocation (§6.1). Because there is no way of creating space credits out of nothing, a program or program component is usually verified under the assumption that a number of space credits are provided. This is apparent in the statement of our safety theorem (§7.1). This theorem states that, if a program is verified under the precondition $\diamond S$, then setting the maximum heap size to $S$ allows this program to be safely executed.

5.6 Pointed-By-Heap Assertions

Our pointed-by-heap assertions are the “pointed-by” assertions of our earlier paper [Moine et al. 2023]. The longer name “pointed-by-heap” avoids confusion with our novel “pointed-by-thread” assertions (§5.7). To make this paper self-contained, we recall what form these assertions take, what they mean, and what purpose they serve.

A pointed-by-heap assertion for the location $\ell'$ keeps track of a multiset $L$ of predecessors of $\ell'$ (§4.2.5). It takes the form $\ell' \leftarrow_q L$, where $L$ is a signed multiset of locations and $q$ is a possibly-null fraction, that is, a rational number in the closed interval $[0; 1]$.

Signed multisets. Signed multisets [Hailperin 1986], also known as generalized sets [Whitney 1933; Blizzard 1990] or hybrid sets [Loeb 1992], are a generalization of multisets: they allow an element to have negative multiplicity. A signed multiset is a total function of elements to $\mathbb{Z}$. The disjoint union $\uplus$ is the pointwise addition of multiplicities. We write $+x$ for a positive occurrence of $x$ and $-x$ for a negative occurrence of $x$. For example, $\{+x;+x\} \uplus \{-x\} = \{+x\}$. We write NoNegative($L$) when no element has negative multiplicity in $L$. Symmetrically, we write NoPositive($L$) when no element has positive multiplicity in $L$. 

\[ \text{("True") } \Rightarrow \emptyset \text{ \hfill ZERO}SC \]
\[ \emptyset(n_1 + n_2) \equiv \emptyset n_1 \ast \emptyset n_2 \text{ \hfill SPLITJOIN}SC \]

Fig. 12. Reasoning rules for space credits
possibly-null fractions. In traditional Separation Logics with fractional permissions [Boyland 2003; Bornat et al. 2005], a fraction is a rational number in the semi-open interval (0, 1]. If there exists a share that carries the fraction 1, then no other shares can separately exist. With possibly-null fractions, the fraction 0 is allowed, so a full pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \) is allowed, so a full pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \) does not exclude the existence of a separate pointed-by-heap assertion with fraction zero, say \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \).

Nevertheless, we enforce the following null-fraction invariant: in a pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \), if the fraction \( q \) is 0, then no location can have positive multiplicity in \( \ell' \); or, in short, \( q = 0 \) implies \( \text{NoPositive}(\ell') \).

Signed multisets and possibly-null fractions allow us to use the assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \{ -\ell \} \) as a permission to remove one occurrence of \( \ell \) from the predecessors of \( \ell' \). This lets us formulate the reasoning rule for store instructions (§6.2) in a simpler way than would otherwise be possible.

Over-approximation of Live Predecessors. We say that a location \( \ell \) is dead if it has been allocated and logically deallocated already (§5.9). We say that it is live if it has been allocated but not logically deallocated yet.

The true purpose of pointed-by-heap assertions is to keep track of live predecessors. A dead predecessor is irrelevant: increasing its multiplicity in a multiset of predecessors is sound; decreasing it is sound, too. As far as live predecessors are concerned, only over-approximation is permitted. Increasing the multiplicity of a live predecessor is sound; decreasing it is not.

In light of this, and in light of the null-fraction invariant, a full pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow q_i \) contains all live predecessors of the location \( \ell' \). In particular, the assertion \( \ell' \leftarrow \emptyset \) guarantees that \( \ell' \) has no live predecessors. Such full knowledge of the live predecessors is required by the logical deallocation rule (§6.1, §6.6).

Rules. Pointed-by-heap assertions obey the splitting, joining, and weakening rules in Figure 13. \( \text{JOINPBHeap} \) joins two pointed-by-heap assertions by adding the fractions \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) and by adding the signed multisets \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). In the reverse direction, \( \text{SPLITPBHeap} \) splits a pointed-by-heap assertion. Its side condition ensures that the null-fraction invariant is preserved. \( \text{COVPBHeap} \) asserts that a pointed-by-heap assertion (whose fraction is nonzero) is covariant in its multiset: that is, over-approximating the multiset of predecessors is sound. It is a direct consequence of \( \text{SPLITPBHeap} \), instantiated with \( q_2 \neq 0 \) and \( L_2 \neq \{-\ell'\} \). In the reverse direction, the rule \( \text{CLEANPBHeap} \), which is discussed later on (§5.9), allows removing a dead predecessor from a multiset of predecessors.

Life cycle. A full pointed-by-heap assertion for the location \( \ell \) appears when this location is allocated. Fractional pointed-by-heap assertions are required, updated, and produced by store instructions. For example, consider a store instruction that updates the field \( \ell[i] \) and overwrites the value \( \ell'_1 \) with the value \( \ell'_2 \). The reasoning rule for this instruction (§6.2) requires a pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell'_1 \leftarrow q \emptyset \), which it transforms into \( \ell'_1 \leftarrow q \{ +\ell \} \). Furthermore, the pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell'_2 \leftarrow q \{ -\ell \} \) is produced. A full pointed-by-heap assertion for the location \( \ell \) is consumed when \( \ell \) is logically deallocated.
When the fact that $\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \cup \Pi_2$ can be used to obtain $\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \ast \ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_2$.

The pointed-by-heap assertions presented in the previous section record which heap blocks $\ell$ be avoided by recording $\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \cup \Pi_2$.

$\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_p (\Pi_1 \cup \Pi_2)$

$\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_2$.

$\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_2$.

$\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_2$.

$\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_1 \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_p \Pi_2$.

Fig. 14. Reasoning rules for the pointed-by-thread assertion

**Notation.** We define a generalized pointed-by-heap assertion $v \leftarrow_q \ell$ whose first argument is a value, as opposed to a memory location. If $v$ is a location $\ell'$, then this assertion is defined as $\ell' \leftarrow_q \ell$. Otherwise, it is defined as $^C \ell \Rightarrow v$.

Furthermore, we write $v \leftarrow_q ^C \ell$ for the assertion $\ell \leftarrow q \Rightarrow_0 v \leftarrow_q \ell$. This notation is used in the reasoning rule $\text{Store}(\ell)$, among other places.

### 5.7 Pointed-By-Thread Assertions

The pointed-by-heap assertions presented in the previous section record which heap blocks contain pointers to a location $\ell$. This information is useful but is not sufficient for our purposes. The logic must also record which threads have access to $\ell$, that is, in which threads $\ell$ is a root. For this purpose, we introduce two distinct yet cooperating mechanisms. The first mechanism, presented here, is the pointed-by-thread assertion. The second mechanism, presented next (§5.8), is the "inside" assertion.

When the fact that $\ell$ is a root in thread $\pi$ is recorded by a pointed-by-thread assertion, we say that $\ell$ is an ordinary root in thread $\pi$; when this fact is recorded by an "inside" assertion, we say that $\ell$ is a temporary root in thread $\pi$. The motivation for this distinction has been presented earlier (§3, §2.3).

A pointed-by-thread assertion takes the form $\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi$, where $p$ is a fraction in the semi-open interval $(0; 1]$ and $\Pi$ is a set of thread identifiers. These assertions intuitively generalize the Stackable assertions of our earlier paper [Moine et al. 2023] to a multi-threaded setting.

A full pointed-by-thread assertion $\ell \leftarrow_{\Pi} \Pi$, where the fraction is 1, guarantees that $\Pi$ is the set of all threads in which $\ell$ is an ordinary root. Such full knowledge is required by the logical deallocation rule (§6.1, §6.6).

### Rules.** Figure 14 presents the splitting, joining, weakening, and trimming rules associated with the pointed-by-thread assertion. $\text{FracPBThread}$ allows splitting and joining pointed-by-thread assertions. $\text{CovPBThread}$ asserts that a pointed-by-thread assertion is covariant in the set $\Pi$: that is, over-approximating $\Pi$ is sound. $\text{TrimPBThread}$ allows trimming a pointed-by-thread assertion, that is, removing the thread identifier $\pi$ from a pointed-by-thread assertion for the location $\ell$, provided it is evident that $\ell$ is no longer a root in thread $\pi$. This rule is expressed as a custom ghost update: it transforms $\ell \leftarrow_p \{\pi\}$ into $\ell \leftarrow_p \emptyset$, provided $\ell$ is not a member of the set $V$, which denotes the set of roots of the thread $\pi$ (recall §5.2). The condition $\ell \notin V$ means indeed that $\ell$ is not a root in thread $\pi$.

A curious reader may wonder whether and why $\text{TrimPBThread}$ remains sound in combination with the $\text{Bind}$ rule. Indeed, $\text{Bind}$ lets the user focus on a subterm, therefore implies that the set $V$ is a strict subset of all roots of the current thread. This aspect is explained later on (§6.4).

**Life cycle.** A full pointed-by-thread assertion $\ell \leftarrow_{\Pi} \{\pi\}$ appears when a location $\ell$ is allocated by a thread $\pi$. A fractional pointed-by-thread assertion is ordinarily required and updated by load instructions: when a thread $\pi$ obtains the location $\ell$ as the result of a load instruction, an assertion $\ell \leftarrow_p \emptyset$ is updated to $\ell \leftarrow_p \{\pi\}$. If the thread $\pi$ is currently outside a protected section, such an update is mandatory. If the thread $\pi$ is currently inside a protected section, then it can be avoided by recording $\ell$ as a temporary root (§6.3). Once $\ell$ is no longer a root in any thread, $\text{TrimPBThread}$ can be used to obtain $\ell \leftarrow_{\Pi} \emptyset$, which is consumed by the logical deallocation of $\ell$. 
5.8 Inside and Outside Assertions

The assertion \( \text{outside} \pi \) means that the thread \( \pi \) is currently outside a protected section. The assertion \( \text{inside} \pi T \) means that thread \( \pi \) is currently inside a protected section and that the set of its temporary roots (§2.5) is \( T \). The set \( T \) is a set of memory locations.

Rules. Figure 15 presents a number of reasoning rules related to “inside” and “outside” assertions. \( \text{InsideNotOutside} \) states that a thread cannot be both inside and outside a protected section. \( \text{AddTemporary} \) converts an ordinary root to a temporary root. The pointed-by-thread assertion \( \ell \leftrightarrow_p \{ \pi \} \) is transformed to \( \ell \leftrightarrow_p \emptyset \); meanwhile, \( \ell \) is added to the set of temporary roots carried by the “inside” assertion. In the reverse direction, \( \text{RemTemporary} \) converts a temporary root to an ordinary root. \( \text{TrimInside} \) trims the set of temporary roots by removing any locations that are no longer roots in the current thread. It is analogous to \( \text{TrimPBThread} \).

Life cycle. The assertion \( \text{outside} \pi \) appears when thread \( \pi \) is created and is consumed when this thread terminates. This will be visible in the statement of Theorem 7.1, which describes the creation and termination of the main thread, and in the reasoning rule for “fork” instructions (§6.2). The assertion \( \text{outside} \pi \) is required and preserved by the instructions that must not appear inside a protected section, namely memory allocations, function calls, “fork” instructions, and polling points. Entering a protected section transforms \( \text{outside} \pi \) into \( \text{inside} \pi \emptyset \); exiting a protected section causes the reverse transformation.

5.9 Deallocation Witnesses

The persistent assertion \( \dagger \ell \) is a deallocation witness for the location \( \ell \). This assertion guarantees that \( \ell \) has been logically deallocated, that is, \( \ell \) is dead.

The fact that \( \ell \) is dead implies that \( \ell \) cannot be reached from an ordinary root. However, this does not imply that \( \ell \) is unreachable: indeed, it could still be reachable via a temporary root.

The assertion \( \dagger \ell \) can be read as a permission to remove \( \ell \) from the multiset of predecessors carried by a pointed-by-heap assertion. Indeed, the purpose of pointed-by-heap assertions is to keep track of live predecessors (§5.6).

A non-persistent deallocation witness \( x \not\to \ell \) appears in Incorrectness Separation Logic [Raad et al. 2020]. Persistent deallocation witnesses appear in Madiot and Pottier’s work [2022] and in our earlier paper [Moine et al. 2023]. These two papers do not have protected sections, therefore have no distinction between ordinary and temporary roots. There, a dead location is unreachable.

Rules. Figure 16 presents reasoning rules for deallocation witnesses. \( \text{CleanPBHeap} \) requires a deallocation witness for \( \ell \) and produces \( \ell' \leftarrow_0 \{-\ell\} \), allowing \( \ell \) to be removed from the predecessors.
of an arbitrary location $\ell$. $\text{DeadPBHeap}$ and $\text{DeadPBThread}$ reflect the fact that logical deallocation consumes full pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions. Therefore, the assertions $\top \ell$ and $\ell \leftarrow_q L$ cannot coexist, except in the special case where $q$ is zero, and the assertions $\top \ell$ and $\ell \leftarrow_p \Pi$ cannot coexist. However, in contrast with our earlier work [Madiot and Pottier 2022; Moine et al. 2023], our deallocation witness is compatible with the points-to assertion. Indeed, our logical deallocation rule does not consume the points-to assertion. $\text{NoDanglingRootOut}$ and $\text{NoDanglingRootIn}$ both state that it is impossible for a dead location to be an ordinary root. A dead location can, however, be a temporary root: indeed, our logical deallocation rule allows deallocating a temporary root ($\S 6.1$).

5.10 Liveness-Based Cancellable Invariants

An Iris invariant [Jung et al. 2018, §2.2] is written in the form $\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket$. It is a persistent assertion, whose meaning is that the assertion $\Phi$ in the rectangular box holds at all times. The assertion $\Phi$ itself is usually not persistent. An invariant can be temporarily accessed so as to gain access to the assertion $\Phi$.

A cancellable invariant [Jung et al. 2018, §7.1.3] is an invariant that comes with a teardown mechanism, allowing the user to recover ownership of the assertion $\Phi$ once the invariant is canceled. This is a one-shot mechanism: once a cancellable invariant is torn down, it cannot be restored. Naturally, accessing a cancellable invariant requires proving that this invariant has not been torn down already.

In IrisFit, a form of liveness-based cancellable invariants (LCIs, for short) naturally arises. An LCI is tied to a memory location $\ell$, and remains in force as long as this location is live. When the location $\ell$ is logically deallocated, all LCIs associated with $\ell$ are implicitly torn down. Therefore, to access an LCI associated with the location $\ell$, one must prove that this location is still live: that is, one must prove that $\top \ell$ implies $\top False$. This can be done using any of the rules $\text{DeadPBHeap}, \text{DeadPBThread}, \text{NoDanglingRootOut}$, and $\text{NoDanglingRootIn}$ in Figure 16. When the location $\ell$ is logically deallocated, the assertion $\Phi$ can be recovered at the same time. We have used LCIs to reason about closures ($\S 8.4$) and about Treiber’s stack ($\S 10.5$).

The implementation of LCIs is simple. A liveness-based cancellable invariant tied to the location $\ell$, whose content is the assertion $\Phi$, is just $\llbracket \top \ell \lor \Phi \rrbracket$, that is, a plain Iris invariant whose content is the disjunction $\top \ell \lor \Phi$. By proving that $\top \ell$ is contradictory, the user excludes the left-hand disjunct, therefore obtains access to $\Phi$. In particular, when one is about to logically deallocate $\ell$, the assertion $\ell \leftarrow \emptyset$ is at hand, so $\top \ell$ is excluded. One can therefore open the invariant, extract $\Phi$, deallocate $\ell$, and close the invariant by supplying $\top \ell$, keeping $\Phi$. (This is a somewhat unusual variation on the “golden idol” technique [Kaiser et al. 2017], with the persistent assertion $\top \ell$ in the role of the “bag of sand”.)

Formally, an invariant also carries a namespace, a technicality that prevents the user from accessing the invariant twice and obtaining two copies of $\Phi$ at the same time. For simplicity, we hide namespaces in this paper.
6 PROGRAM LOGIC: REASONING RULES

In this section, we present the reasoning rules of IrisFit. Because most of our design is guided
by the desire for a flexible logical deallocation rule, we begin with a presentation of this rule, in
the simplified case where a single memory location is deallocated (§6.1). Then, we present the
reasoning rules for terms (§6.2), devoting special attention to protected sections (§6.3) and to the
Bind rule, whose form is non-standard (§6.4). The standard statement of the Bind rule can be
recovered when the user enters a restricted mode where certain rules are disabled (§6.5). Finally,
we present the general form of the logical deallocation rule, which can deallocate cycles (§6.6).

6.1 Logical Deallocation

As in the previous papers by Madiot and Pottier [2022] and Moine et al. [2023], a key aspect of IrisFit
is to provide a logical deallocation rule. This rule produces space credits: by logically deallocating
a memory block, the user recovers the space credits that were consumed when this block was
allocated. It can be applied to a memory location \( \ell \) as soon as one is able to prove that this memory
location is eligible for collection during the next garbage collection phase.

As in the previous work cited above, if \( \ell \) is unreachable then it can be logically deallocated.
Furthermore, what is new in this paper, if \( \ell \) is reachable only via temporary roots (that is, via roots
that will disappear by the time all protected sections are exited), then it can also be logically
deallocated.

This reasoning rule may seem surprising, as it involves a form of anticipation: it exploits the fact
that \( \ell \) will be eligible for collection once all protected sections have been exited, yet it produces space
credits immediately, at the point where the rule is applied. Intuitively, this is safe because a space
credit serves to justify an allocation and (by design of our operational semantics) a large allocation
request blocks until all protected sections have been exited. Hence, by the time extra free space is
needed, any location that has been logically deallocated is effectively unreachable.

In §6.6, we present the general form of the logical deallocation rule, which can deallocate multiple
memory locations at once, even if they form a cycle. Here, we present FreeOne, a simplified rule
that is also useful in practice and that deallocates a single location \( \ell \):

\[
\text{sizeof} \; \ell \; n \; \ast \; \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \; \ast \; \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \; \implies \; \diamond \text{size}(n) \; \ast \; \uparrow \; \ell
\]

FreeOne is expressed as a ghost update. It consumes three assertions: the “sizeof” assertion
sizeof \( \ell \; n \), the pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \), and the pointed-by-thread assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \).
The assertion sizeof \( \ell \; n \) indicates that the memory block at address \( \ell \) has size \( n \). The assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \)
guarantees that \( \ell \) has no predecessor in the heap, that is, no memory block contains the pointer \( \ell \).
The assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \) guarantees that \( \ell \) is not an ordinary root of any thread: that is, if \( \ell \) is a root at
all in a thread \( x \), then it must be a temporary root for this thread (§2.5, §5.8). Together, the last two
assertions imply that \( \ell \) will be eligible for collection in the next garbage collection phase.

On the right-hand side of the ghost update, FreeOne produces two assertions, namely the
recovered space credits \( \diamond \; n \) and the deallocation witness \( \uparrow \; \ell \). As noted earlier (§5.9), the latter
assertion is a permission to remove \( \ell \) from the successor multisets of other locations. Thus, by
iterated application of FreeOne, acyclic chains of unreachable blocks can be logically deallocated.

FreeOne can be applied to a reachable location if this location is a temporary root inside
a protected section. Our logic thereby allows such a location to be read or written post mortem,
after it has been logically deallocated. This is made possible by the fact that the points-to assertion
survives logical deallocation. This pattern appears, for example, in the verification of Treiber’s
stack (§10.5).

Our logical deallocation rule differs from the one proposed by Moine et al. [2023]. Indeed, while
their rule consumes a points-to assertion for the location \( \ell \), ours does not. The points-to assertion is

\[
\text{sizeof} \; \ell \; n \; \ast \; \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \; \ast \; \ell \leftarrow_1 \; \emptyset \; \implies \; \diamond \text{size}(n) \; \ast \; \uparrow \; \ell
\]
Its only unusual aspect is the presence of the assertion outside \( \pi \). In reasoning (§5.1), every rule, the thread identifier \( \pi \) are specific to protected sections and the

Figure 17 presents most of the syntax-directed reasoning rules of IrisFit, except for the rules that are specific to protected sections and the \texttt{BIND} rule, which are presented later on (§6.3, §6.4). In every rule, the thread identifier \( \pi \) represents the current thread, that is, the thread about which one is reasoning (§5.1).

\texttt{IfTrue, IfFalse, LetVal, Prim and Val} are standard rules.

\texttt{CallPtr} governs calls to (recursive, closed) functions, also known in this paper as code pointers. Its only unusual aspect is the presence of the assertion \textit{outside} \( \pi \), which ensures that the current

not needed to guarantee that the location is unreachable, nor is it needed to prevent a location from being deallocated twice. The size of the deallocated block is obtained in this paper from the “\texttt{sizeof}” assertion, whereas in the previous paper this assertion did not exist, so the size was obtained from a points-to assertion.

6.2 Reasoning Rules for Terms

Figure 17 presents most of the syntax-directed reasoning rules of IrisFit, except for the rules that are specific to protected sections and the \texttt{BIND} rule, which are presented later on (§6.3, §6.4). In every rule, the thread identifier \( \pi \) represents the current thread, that is, the thread about which one is reasoning (§5.1).

\texttt{IfTrue, IfFalse, LetVal, Prim and Val} are standard rules.

\texttt{CallPtr} governs calls to (recursive, closed) functions, also known in this paper as code pointers. Its only unusual aspect is the presence of the assertion \textit{outside} \( \pi \), which ensures that the current
thread is currently outside a protected section. The presence of this assertion forbids function calls inside protected sections.

Similarly, **Poll** forbids polling points inside a protected section. Outside of this aspect, a polling point is a no-operation.

**Alloc** exhibits three differences with the allocation rule of Separation Logic. First, it requires and consumes \( \text{size}(n) \) space credits, so as to pay for the space occupied by the new block. Second, the presence of the assertion *outside \( \pi \)* forbids allocation inside a protected section. Third, in addition to a points-to assertion for the new block, allocation produces pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions. These assertions indicate that there is initially no pointer from the heap to the new block, and that this new block is a root for the current thread (and only for this thread).

As in standard Separation Logic, **Load** requires a (fractional) points-to assertion for the memory location \( \ell \) that is accessed. Furthermore, it requires a pointed-by-thread assertion \( v \leftrightarrow_p \emptyset \) for the value \( v \) that is read from memory. This assertion is updated to \( v \leftrightarrow_p \{ \pi \} \), reflecting the fact that the value \( v \) becomes a root for the current thread.

As in standard Separation Logic, **Store** requires a full points-to assertion \( \ell \mapsto \{ i \} \) and produces an updated assertion \( \ell \mapsto [i := v'] \emptyset \). Furthermore, it performs bookkeeping of predecessor multisets, so as to reflect the fact that the value \( v \) that was stored in the field \( \ell[i] \) is overwritten with the value \( v' \).

First, to reflect the creation of an edge from \( \ell \) to the value \( v' \), an assertion of the form \( v' \leftarrow_q \emptyset \) is changed to \( v' \leftarrow_q \{ +\ell \} \). Here, because \( \ell \) has positive multiplicity in \( \{ +\ell \} \), the null-fraction invariant requires that \( q \) be positive; it cannot be \( 0 \). Second, to reflect the deletion of an edge from \( \ell \) to the value \( v \), the assertion \( v \leftarrow_0 \{-\ell \} \) appears in the postcondition. As explained earlier (§5.6), this assertion is a permission to remove one occurrence of \( \ell \) from a multiset of predecessors of \( v \).

**CASSuccess** is similar to **Store**, but returns the Boolean value true rather than the unit value.

Because a failed CAS does not modify the heap or create a new root, **CASFailure** is standard.

**Fork** reasons about the operation of spawning a new thread whose code is the term \( t \). This operation must take place outside a protected section. Its impact on roots is as follows. Suppose, for a moment, that fork \( t \) is the last instruction in the parent thread. Then, the locations that occur in the term \( t \) cease to be roots of the parent thread \( \pi \) and become roots of the child thread \( \pi' \).

The reasoning rule reflects this intuition by updating a group of pointed-by-thread assertions. The iterated pointed-by-thread assertion \( M \leftrightarrow \{ \pi \} \) is taken away from the parent thread, and the updated assertion \( M \leftrightarrow \{ \pi' \} \) is transmitted to the child thread. \( M \) is a map of locations to fractions, whose domain is the set \( \text{locs}(t) \). This is a form of trimming, similar in effect to the rules TrimPBThread and TrimInside.

If fork \( t \) is not the last instruction in the parent thread, then the user must use the reasoning rules **Bind** and **Fork** in combination. The interaction between the **Bind** rule and the “trimming” rules is discussed later on (§6.4, §6.5).

Still looking at **Fork**, an arbitrary assertion \( \Phi \) is transmitted from the parent thread to the child thread. The assertion *outside \( \pi' \)* is made available in the child thread, reflecting the fact that a new thread initially runs outside a protected section. The child thread \( t \) must be verified with the nontrivial postcondition *outside \( \pi' \)*, thereby disallowing a thread to terminate while inside a protected section.

In our Coq formalization, the postconditions of many reasoning rules contain a later credit [Spies et al. 2022]. Later credits play a role in eliminating the “later” modality. They are orthogonal to the main concern of this paper, namely the analysis of space complexity, so we hide them in the presentation of our reasoning rules. We do explain how later credits are used in our case study of the async-finish library (§10.4).
6.3 Reasoning about Protected Sections

Within a protected section, the reasoning rules presented in the previous section (§6.2) can still be used, except for \texttt{CallPtr}, \texttt{Alloc}, and \texttt{Poll}, which require the assertion \texttt{outside }\pi. In addition, a number of reasoning rules, shown in Figure 18, specifically concern protected sections.

\textbf{ENTER} allows entering a protected section. This rule transforms the assertion \texttt{outside }\pi into the assertion \texttt{inside }\pi \emptyset, thereby witnessing that the current thread is now inside a protected section and has no temporary roots.

Conversely, \textbf{EXIT} allows exiting a protected section. By consuming the assertion \texttt{inside }\pi \emptyset, this rule requires the user to prove that the current thread has no remaining temporary roots.

\textbf{LoadInside} allows reading a value \(v\) from a location \(\ell\) in the heap. The locations that appear in the value \(v\) become temporary roots of the current thread: the assertion \texttt{inside }\pi \(T\) is updated to \texttt{inside }\pi \((T \cup \text{locs}(v))\). In contrast with \textbf{Load}, no pointed-by-thread assertion is required or updated.

In fact, the location \(\ell\) or some locations in the set \text{locs}(v) might be logically deallocated already.

\textbf{StoreDead} allows writing a logically deallocated block. The rule requires and updates a points-to assertion. A deallocation witness \(\vdash \ell\) is also required. Compared with \textbf{Store}, no pointed-by-heap assertion is required or updated. Indeed, there is no need to do so. Pointed-by-heap assertions keep track of which blocks are reachable via ordinary roots; but, because the block at address \(\ell\) is logically deallocated, it is not reachable via ordinary roots. This is reminiscent of \texttt{CleanPBHeap}.

Although \textbf{StoreDead} does not require an “\texttt{inside}” assertion, it can be used only inside a protected section. Indeed, the rule applies to a store instruction \(\ell[i] \leftarrow v’\), where the address \(\ell\) occurs. This means that \(\ell\) is a root, yet \(\ell\) is also logically deallocated. This is possible only if the current thread is currently inside a protected section. Indeed, outside a protected section, a logically deallocated location cannot be a root: the rule \texttt{NoDanglingRootOut} says so (§5.9).

\textbf{CASSuccessDead} is analogous to \textbf{StoreDead}. It concerns a successful CAS instruction on a logically deallocated location. Because a failed CAS does not write anything, the rule \texttt{CASFailure} can be applied to a logically deallocated location without change.

6.4 Reasoning under Evaluation Contexts

A proof in Separation Logic is traditionally carried out under an unknown context. That is, one reasons about a term \(t\) without knowing in what evaluation context \(K\) this term is placed. There are specific points in the proof where this unknown context grows and shrinks. As an archetypical example, consider the sequencing construct \(let x = t_1 in t_2\). To reason about this construct, one first
focuses on the term \( t_1 \), thereby temporarily forgetting the frame \( \text{let } x = \square \text{ in } t_2 \), which is pushed onto the unknown context. After the verification of \( t_1 \) is completed, this focusing step is reversed: the frame \( \text{let } x = \square \text{ in } t_2 \) is popped and one continues with the verification of \( t_2 \). These focusing and defocusing steps are described by the “\( \text{Bind} \)” rule [Jung et al. 2018, §6.2].

In our setting, however, a complication arises. An evaluation context contains memory locations. When one applies the \( \text{Bind} \) rule, so as to temporarily forget about this evaluation context, one must still somehow record that these locations are roots. We use pointed-by-thread assertions for this purpose.

Suppose we wish to decompose the sequence let \( x = t_1 \text{ in } t_2 \) into a subterm \( t_1 \) and an evaluation context let \( x = \square \text{ in } t_2 \). For simplicity, let us further assume that \( \text{locs}(t_2) \) is a singleton set \( \{ \ell \} \). This implies that, while \( t_1 \) is being executed, the location \( \ell \) is a root. In this specific case, our \( \text{Bind} \) rule takes the following form:

**Particular Case of \( \text{Bind} \)**

\[
\text{locs}(t_2) = \{ \ell \} \quad (\Phi) \; \pi: t_1 \{ \Psi' \} \quad \forall \nu. \; \{ M \leftarrow \{ \pi \} \ast \Psi' \nu \} \pi: K[\nu] \{ \Psi \}
\]

\[
\{ \ell \leftarrow_p \{ \pi \} \ast \Phi \} \; \pi: \text{let } x = t_1 \text{ in } t_2 \{ \Psi \}
\]

What is unusual, compared with the standard \( \text{Bind} \) rule of Separation Logic, is that the fractional pointed-by-thread assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_p \{ \pi \} \) is required in the beginning, taken away from the user while focusing on the term \( t_1 \), and given back to the user once she is done reasoning about \( t_1 \) and ready to reason about \( t_2 \). In other words, this assertion is *forcibly framed out* while reasoning about \( t_1 \).

The assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_p \{ \pi \} \) records that \( \ell \) is a root in thread \( \pi \). By taking it away from the user and by giving it back once she is done reasoning about \( t_1 \), we ensure that the information that “\( \ell \) is a root in thread \( \pi \)” is carried up to this point and cannot be prematurely destroyed.

What could go wrong if we did not do this? Then, the user would be allowed to keep the *full* pointed-by-thread assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \{ \pi \} \) while reasoning about \( t_1 \). Technically, the user would do so by instantiating \( \Phi \) with \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \{ \pi \} \) in the \( \text{Bind} \) rule. Then, the user would focus on establishing the first premise, \( \{ \ell \leftarrow_1 \{ \pi \} \} \pi: t_1 \{ \Psi' \} \). Now suppose \( \ell \notin \text{locs}(t_1) \), that is, \( \ell \) does not occur in \( t_1 \). Then, the user could apply \( \text{TrimPBThread} \) to transform the assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \{ \pi \} \) into \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \emptyset \). Oops! The assertion \( \ell \leftarrow_1 \emptyset \) means that \( \ell \) is *not* a root. Yet \( \ell \) really is still a root, as it occurs in the evaluation context that has been abstracted away, namely let \( x = \square \) in \( t_2 \).

Besides \( \text{TrimPBThread} \), two reasoning rules, namely \( \text{Fork} \) and \( \text{TrimInside} \), involve a form of “trimming” of sets of thread identifiers. The soundness of these rules relies on the fact that \( \text{Bind} \) forcibly frames out fractional pointed-by-thread assertions.

The general form of our \( \text{Bind} \) rule, shown in Figure 19, extends this idea to an arbitrary evaluation context \( K \), in which an arbitrary number of locations may occur. Then, for every location in \( \text{locs}(K) \), a fractional pointed-by-thread assertion is forcibly framed out.

### 6.5 Locally Trading Trimming for a Simpler and More Powerful Bind Rule

Forcing pointed-by-thread assertions to be framed out at each application of \( \text{Bind} \) is cumbersome, and can be restrictive, as there are situations where no pointed-by-thread assertion is at hand. (An example appears later on in this section.) Fortunately, such forced framing is unnecessary if the
user promises not to exploit any of the trimming rules $\text{TrimPBThread}$, $\text{Fork}$ and $\text{TrimInside}$. Thus, we introduce a mode that the user may choose to enter at any time, in which the trimming rules are disabled and, in exchange, a simpler, more powerful $\text{Bind}$ rule is made available.

We parameterize IrisFit triples with a mode $m$, which is either the normal mode $\bowtie$ or the “no trim” mode $\blacklozenge$. Thus, in general, our triples have the form $\{\Phi\} m/\pi : t \{\Psi\}$, and our custom ghost update has the form $\Phi \overset{\pi}{\Rightarrow}_m \Phi'$. All of the reasoning rules presented so far are polymorphic in the mode, except for the trimming rules $\text{TrimPBThread}$, $\text{Fork}$, and $\text{TrimInside}$, which are disabled in “no trim” mode. The public specification of a function is always stated in the normal mode. The “no trim” mode is intended for local use, inside the body of a function. It is an adaptation of Moine et al.’s “NoFree” mode [2023].

Figure 20 presents two new reasoning rules, $\text{SwitchMode}$ and $\text{BindNoTrim}$, which allow entering “no trim” mode and taking advantage of it.

When read from bottom to top, $\text{SwitchMode}$ lets the user locally enter “no trim” mode, whenever she so wishes, in a subproof. When read from top to bottom, this rule asserts that if a triple holds in “no trim” mode then it also holds in normal mode. Indeed, every reasoning rule that is available in “no trim” mode is available in normal mode as well.

$\text{BindNoTrim}$ is the standard $\text{Bind}$ rule of Separation Logic, but imposes a switch to “no trim” mode $\blacklozenge$ in its left-hand premise. Thus, unlike our $\text{Bind}$ rule, it does not force pointed-by-thread assertions to be framed out. Because of this, it must disable the trimming rules while the user reasons about the subterm $t$.

We remark that, inside a protected section, one can switch to “no trim” mode without loss of expressive power. Indeed, there, the trimming rules are never needed. $\text{Fork}$ is forbidden inside protected sections; the effect of $\text{TrimPBThread}$ can be simulated by $\text{AddTemporary}$; and all uses of $\text{TrimInside}$ can be postponed until the protected section is about to be exited.

At a high level, $\text{BindNoTrim}$ is needed for reasoning about code that, within a protected section, reads or writes in a location after it has been logically deallocated. Indeed, in this case, $\text{Bind}$ can be too restrictive. To illustrate this case, consider the following code, where we assume that the location $r$ is not accessible via the heap and is not known to any thread other than the current thread:

\begin{verbatim}
enter ; (let x = t in x + r[0]) ; exit
\end{verbatim}

Just after entering the protected section, the user may wish to logically deallocate $r$, in order to recover the corresponding space credits without waiting for the end of the protected section. In this case, just after entering the protected section, she would use $\text{AddTemporary}$ to obtain a pointed-by-thread assertion $r \leftrightarrow \emptyset$, then use $\text{FreeOne}$ to logically deallocate $r$, consuming this pointed-by-thread assertion. Thereafter, the user may wish to decompose the let construct. Yet, the $\text{Bind}$ rule cannot be used, as it would require a (fractional) pointed-by-thread assertion for $r$, which no longer exists, because the fraction $1$ was consumed by $\text{FreeOne}$. Fortunately, $\text{BindNoTrim}$ is applicable.
6.6 Logical Deallocation of Cycles

Figure 21 presents our rules for deallocating an unreachable heap fragment, as opposed to a single location. This fragment may contain an arbitrary number of heap blocks, which may point to each other in arbitrary ways. In particular, these pointers may form one or more cycles.

These rules make use of the "cloud" assertion \( P \subseteq D \) whose parameters \( P \) (for "predecessors") and \( D \) (for "domain") are sets of locations, and whose parameter \( n \) is a natural integer. This assertion means that the memory blocks at locations \( D \) have total size \( n \), that the locations \( D \) are not roots in any thread, and that these locations can be reached only via the locations \( P \). We refer to \( P \) also as the entry points of the cloud.

If \( P \subseteq D \) holds, then the locations in the set \( D \) are reachable only via \( D \) itself. In other words, the set \( D \) is closed under predecessors. This means that the locations in the set \( D \) are in fact unreachable, and can safely be logically deallocated. This explains the side condition \( P \subseteq D \) in the logical deallocation rule CloudFree. We do not require \( P \subseteq D \) to hold at all times: while constructing large "cloud" assertions out of smaller "cloud" assertions, one must allow the sets \( P \) and \( D \) to be unrelated.

Figure 21 presents two cloud construction rules as well as the logical deallocation rule, which consumes a cloud. Out of nothing, CloudEmpty creates an empty cloud \( \emptyset \subseteq \emptyset \). CloudAdd adds the memory block at location \( \ell \) to an existing cloud \( P \subseteq D \). This consumes the full pointed-by-thread assertion \( \ell \subseteq \emptyset \), which guarantees that \( \ell \) is not a root in any thread, and the full pointed-by-heap assertion \( \ell \subseteq L \), which guarantees that \( L \) contains all of the predecessors of the location \( \ell \) in the heap. A "sizeof" assertion determines the size \( m \) of the memory block at address \( \ell \). CloudAdd produces an extended cloud, where \( L \) is added to the cloud’s entry points, \( m \) is added to the cloud’s size, and \( \ell \) is added to the cloud’s domain.

CloudFree logically deallocates a cloud that is closed under predecessors, that is, a cloud such that \( P \subseteq D \) holds. The "cloud" assertion is consumed. In exchange for it, the rule produces \( n \) space credits, where \( n \) is the size of the cloud. Furthermore, it produces a deallocation witness for every location in the cloud.

The rule FreeOne that was presented earlier (§6.1) is easily derived from the rules in Figure 21.

7 SAFETY AND LIVENESS

In this section, we state a safety theorem and a liveness theorem about programs that have been verified using IrisFit.

The safety theorem (§7.1) guarantees that no thread crashes. More precisely, it states that if a thread is enabled (in the sense of §4.2.7), then this thread is not stuck: either it has reached a value or it can make a step.

The liveness theorem (§7.2) guarantees that no thread can be blocked forever. More precisely, under the assumption that there is a polling point in front of every function call, we prove that
every thread is eventually enabled. Furthermore, we prove that inserting a polling point in front of every function call preserves safety. Thus, after a source program without polling points has been verified with IrisFit, one can let a compiler automatically insert polling points, and obtain both safety and liveness for this instrumented program.

Our safety and liveness theorems both follow from a core soundness theorem (§7.3). This theorem spells out the guarantee that is offered by IrisFit when a LambdaFit program is executed under a simplified oblivious semantics that has neither garbage collection nor blocking instructions.

7.1 Safety

A concurrent Separation Logic typically comes with a safety guarantee, formulated in the form: “no thread can crash”. A slightly more precise statement is: “always, every thread is not stuck”. In other words, in every reachable configuration of the system, every thread either has terminated or is able to make a reduction step. A thread that has not reached a value and is unable to make a step is stuck: by convention, this is considered an undesirable situation, akin to a crash.

In our setting, however, this statement must be amended, because LambdaFit has blocking instructions. A blocking instruction is sometimes disabled (§4.2.7), therefore unable to make a step; yet, this situation is not considered a crash.

Our amended safety guarantee is qualified as follows: “always, every thread that is enabled is not stuck”. A thread that is not enabled is considered blocked: this is a normal situation.

Figure 22 defines a few auxiliary predicates that appear in the statement of the safety theorem.

The proposition NotStuck c π means that, in the configuration c, the thread identified by π is not stuck. It is defined by two rules. NotStuckVal states that if a thread has reached a value and is outside a protected section, then it is not stuck. (Terminating inside a protected section is forbidden.) NotStuckStep states that if a thread is enabled and can take a step, then it is not stuck.

The proposition Safe c, defined by the rule Safe, means that no enabled thread in the configuration c is stuck. The proposition Always P c, defined by the rule Always, means that every configuration that is reachable from the configuration c satisfies the predicate P.

The safety theorem (Theorem 7.1) can be read as follows. Suppose that the program t has been verified using IrisFit, with an arbitrary identifier π for the main thread, under the precondition ♦S * outside π and the postcondition outside π. The precondition provides S space credits and guarantees that the main thread initially runs outside a protected section. The postcondition forbids termination inside a protected section. Then, the initial configuration init(t) is always safe.

THEOREM 7.1 (SAFETY). Assume that, for every thread identifier π, the following triple holds:

\{S * outside π\} π: t \{λ_. outside π\}

Then Always Safe (init(t)) holds.

The natural number S in this statement is the maximum heap size that appears as a parameter in the definition of the semantics of LambdaFit (§4.2.8). Although the soundness theorems mention S, the meaning of a triple is independent of S, therefore the reasoning rules are independent of S as.
well. Therefore, one can verify a program component without fixing the value of $S$. A concrete value of $S$ must be chosen and fixed only when Theorem 7.1 is applied to a complete (closed) program.

### 7.2 Liveness

The safety theorem guarantees that no thread can crash, but allows a thread to become blocked. Therefore, a liveness guarantee is also desirable: one would like to be assured that *always, every thread is eventually enabled.* In other words, there is no execution scenario where certain threads remain blocked forever, in the sense that they never become enabled after some point.

In fact, we are able to offer a stronger guarantee: we prove that *always, eventually, every allocation fits.* In other words, in every execution scenario, infinitely often, the system reaches a point where no allocation request is blocked due to a lack of memory. This property is indeed stronger, because it captures the fact that, at a certain point, *every thread is enabled at once.* (By Lemma 4.1, the property *always, eventually, every allocation fits* implies that *always, eventually, all threads are enabled* at the same time; which, in turn, implies that *always, every thread is eventually enabled.*)

However, our liveness guarantee is subject to a condition: the program must contain *enough polling points.* To see why this is necessary, imagine a program where thread $A$ is blocked on a large allocation request and thread $B$ is running in an infinite loop, without allocating memory or encountering a polling point. Then, there exists a scenario where thread $B$ runs forever, the GC is never invoked, and thread $A$ never becomes unblocked. Thus, the desired liveness property does not hold. However, suppose that a polling point is inserted in the loop: thread $B$ is not allowed to proceed past this polling point. Then, in every scenario, a garbage collection step eventually takes place, at which time both thread $A$ and thread $B$ become unblocked.

How can one tell whether a program has enough polling points? Or, in other words, where polling points must be inserted so that the program has enough polling points? We propose a simple approach, which is to *insert a polling point in front of every function call.* This ensures that every thread must reach a polling point in a bounded number of steps. Up to an administrative side condition, we prove that this polling point insertion strategy preserves safety and ensures liveness. We refer to this polling point insertion strategy as $\text{addpp}$. Thus, if $t$ is a term, then $\text{addpp}(t)$ is the term obtained by inserting a polling point in front of every function call in the term $t$.

---

**LambdaFit does not have loops:** instead, loops must be simulated via tail-recursive functions. Thus, inserting a polling point in front of every function call effectively implies inserting a polling point inside every loop as well. Incidentally, because function calls are forbidden inside protected sections, a polling point is never inserted into a protected section, satisfying our restriction that polling points in protected sections are forbidden. Our polling point insertion strategy is loosely inspired by the (undocumented) polling point insertion strategy of the OCaml compiler. The OCaml compiler inserts a polling point at the beginning of every function (except possibly small leaf functions), inside every loop, and views memory allocation instructions as polling points.

Prior to inserting polling points, we require the program to be in administrative normal form (ANF). That is, in every function call, we require the function itself and the actual arguments to be variables or values, as opposed to arbitrary expressions. This guarantees that the polling point that is inserted in front of the function call is executed *after* the actual arguments have been computed and *just before* the function is invoked.
Figure 23 introduces a few auxiliary predicates that appear in the statement of the liveness theorem. The proposition AfterAtMost $n P c$ means that, out of the configuration $c$, every execution path reaches a configuration that satisfies $P$ in at most $n$ steps. The proposition AfterAtMost $n P c$ is inductively defined by the rules HoldsNow and HoldsAfter. HoldsAfter guarantees not only that the predicate continues to hold after any possible step, but also that there exists such a step. The proposition Eventually $P c$ means that in a bounded number of steps, out of the configuration $c$, every execution path reaches a configuration that satisfies $P$. It is defined by the rule Eventually, via an existential quantification over $n$. (The explicit depth bound $n$ provides a stronger guarantee than just the plain inductive. Indeed, AfterAtMost is infinitely branching due to the non-determinism of allocation, and one cannot extract a depth bound from an infinitely branching inductive [Bertot and Castéran 2004].)

Our final theorem states that if the program $t$ has been verified using IrisFit, under the exact same conditions as in Theorem 7.1, then the program addpp$(t)$, in which enough polling points have been inserted, is safe and live.

**Theorem 7.2 (Combined Safety and Liveness after Polling Point Insertion).** Suppose that the term $t$ is in administrative normal form. Assume that, for every thread identifier $\pi$, the following triple holds:

$$\{ \emptyset S \text{ outside } \pi \} : t \{ \lambda_\_ \text{ outside } \pi \}$$

Let $t'$ stand for the term addpp$(t)$. Then, both of the following propositions hold:

1. Always Safe (init$(t')$)
2. Always (Eventually EveryAllocFits) (init$(t')$).

This statement reflects how we envision the practical use of IrisFit. We expect the user to verify a program $t$ in which polling points have not yet been inserted. Thus, the user need not know where polling points will be placed; in fact, the user need not be aware of polling points at all. As explained earlier, the uninstrumented verified program $t$ enjoys safety but not liveness. Nevertheless, the theorem guarantees that, once enough polling points have been inserted, the program becomes safe and live. Although Theorem 7.2 fixes a specific polling point insertion strategy, namely addpp, we do in fact support other strategies. Our mechanization [Moine 2024] includes a more general liveness theorem that leaves up to the user the burden of proving that there is “enough” polling points—meaning that, if one thread ever requests space, then eventually, either the program crashes or this request is satisfied. We prove that this hypothesis holds true for addpp.

### 7.3 Core Soundness

A provocative yet fundamental remark is that IrisFit has nothing to do with garbage collection. Indeed, its deallocation rule is purely logical. More generally, its reasoning rules are independent of when garbage collection takes place, or whether it takes place at all. In reality, IrisFit is concerned with the live heap space of a program, that is, the sum of the sizes of the reachable blocks.

Our earlier results, namely Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, follow from a core soundness result, which is expressed with respect to the oblivious semantics, an alternative semantics in which no garbage collection takes place and no instructions are blocking (§2.2). This core soundness theorem states that IrisFit offers safety and maximum live heap space guarantees.

This oblivious semantics takes the form of an oblivious reduction relation $c \xrightarrow{\text{oblivious}} c'$, defined by the rule OBLIVIOUS in Figure 24. This relation simply allows one action by an arbitrary thread $\pi$. This action need not be enabled: in this semantics, no instructions are blocking. Garbage collection steps are not permitted: in this semantics, there is no need for garbage collection. This relation does not depend on a parameter $S$. 
The transitive closure of the oblivious reduction relation interleaves the actions of all threads in arbitrary ways.

In this setting, we must redefine what it means for a thread to be “not stuck”. The proposition NotStuckOblivious $c \pi$, also defined in Figure 24, serves this purpose. A thread is not stuck if either it has reached a value outside a protected section, or it can make a step.

Let us write livespace($R, \sigma$) for the total size of the fragment of the store $\sigma$ that is reachable from the roots $R$. Let us write livespace($c$) for the live heap space of the configuration $c$. It is defined by livespace(($\theta, \sigma$)) = livespace(locs($\theta$), $\sigma$).

Our core soundness theorem states that in every configuration that is reachable (with respect to the oblivious semantics), the following two properties hold. First, no thread is stuck. Furthermore, if every thread is currently outside a protected section, then the live heap size is at most $S$, where $S$ is the number of space credits that was granted when the program was statically verified.

**Theorem 7.3 (Core Soundness).** Assume that, for every thread identifier $\pi$, this triple holds:

\[ \{ 0S \ast \text{outside } \pi \} \pi : t \{ \lambda \_ \text{ outside } \pi \} \]

Then, for every configuration $c$ such that init($t$) oblivious $\rightarrow c$,

1. for every identifier $\pi$ of a thread in $c$, the property NotStuckOblivious $c \pi$ holds;
2. AllOutside $c$ implies livespace($c$) $\leq S$.

This statement may seem surprisingly weak, as it offers no guarantee about livespace($c$) at a time where AllOutside $c$ does not hold, that is, at a time where at least one thread is inside a protected section. Moreover, this statement offers a safety guarantee; it does not offer any liveness guarantee. Nevertheless, this core soundness theorem is sufficiently strong to derive Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, which express the purpose of our logic in a different manner.

Our internal definition of IrisFit triples [Moine 2024] is relative to the oblivious semantics. The proof of Theorem 7.3, as well as the proofs of our reasoning rules, involve the oblivious semantics only. Thus, in many of our proofs, there is no need for us to reason about garbage collection or about the distinction between enabled and disabled reduction steps.

**8 CLOSURES**

As explained earlier (§2.6), LambdaFit does not have primitive closures. Instead, we define closure construction $\mu_{\text{clo}}f. \lambda x. t$ and closure invocation ($t \overline{u}_{\text{clo}}$) as macros, which expand to sequences of primitive LambdaFit instructions. These macros implement flat closures [Appel 1992, Chapter 10]. That is, a closure is represented as a record whose fields store a code pointer (at offset 0) and a series of values (at offset 1 and beyond). The implementation of these macros (§8.2) is the same as in our earlier paper [Moine et al. 2023]. Our reasoning rules for closure construction, invocation, and deallocation are improved versions of the rules presented in our earlier paper [Moine et al. 2023]. The main improvement is that the assertions that describe closures are now persistent. From an end user’s point of view, this makes closures much easier to work with. Internally, this is made possible by using liveness-based cancellable invariants (§5.9).
Our reasoning rules for closures are abstract and do not reveal how closures are implemented. They reveal only how much space a closure occupies and which pointers it keeps live. A user can apply these rules without knowing how closures are internally represented.

Our construction of the reasoning rules for closures is in two layers. First, we introduce a low-level assertion `Closure E f x t ℓ`, which asserts that, at location ℓ in the heap, one finds a closure that behaves like the function μf.λx. t under the environment E. Crucially, in this assertion, the term μf.λx. t can have free variables, whose values are given by E. This assertion does not reveal how a closure is represented in memory, but does reveal its code. We give an overview of this low-level API (§8.3), then describe some details of its implementation (§8.4). Second, we define a high-level assertion `Spec n E P ℓ`, which describes the behavior of a closure in a more abstract way. It asserts that, at location ℓ, one finds a closure that corresponds to a n-ary function, whose behavior is described by the predicate P, and whose environment is E. The exact type and meaning of P are explained later on; roughly speaking, it is a Hoare triple. Although the environment E does not participate in the description of the behavior of the closure, it remains needed in order to reason about the pointers that it contains and about the size of the closure block. We give an overview of this high-level API (§8.5), then describe its implementation (§8.6). Only the high-level layer is exposed to the end user; the low-level layer remains internal.

### 8.1 Environments

We write `fvclo(f, x, t)` for a list of the free variables of the function μf.λx. t, that is, for a list of the variables in the set fv(t) \ {f, x}. The order in which the variables occur in this list does not matter, but is fixed: this is reflected in the fact that `fvclo` is a function of f, x, and t.

An environment E is a list of pairs (v, q) of a value v and a nonzero fraction q. This fraction is used in a pointed-by-heap assertion, as follows: we write E \ L for the conjunction \((v, q) \in E \quad v \leftarrow q \ \L\). The assertion E \ L can be understood as a collective fractional pointed-by-heap assertion that covers every memory location that occurs in the environment E.

The length and order of the list E are intended to match the length and order of the list `fvclo(f, x, t)`. An environment E is not a runtime object: it is a mathematical object that we use as a parameter of the predicates `Closure` and `Spec`.

### 8.2 Closure Implementation

The definitions of the closure macros μclo f. λx. t and of (ℓ v)clo appear in Figure 25. Both macros generate LambdaFit syntax: that is, the result of their expansion is a LambdaFit expression. We write t₁; t₂ as sugar for let x = t₁ in t₂ where x \notin fv(t₂).

The code produced by the macro μclo f. λx. t allocates a block of size n + 1, stores a code pointer in the first field, stores the values currently bound to the variables y₀, ..., yₙ₋₁ in the remaining
fields, and returns the address of this block. The variables \(y_0, \ldots, y_{n-1}\) are the free variables of the function \(\mu f. \lambda x. t\), that is, \(fvclo(f, \bar{x}, t)\).

The code pointer is produced by the auxiliary macro \(codeclo(f, \bar{x}, t)\). It is a closed function whose parameters are \(f\) (the closure itself) followed with \(\bar{x}\). This function loads the values stored in the closure and binds them to the variables \(y_0, \ldots, y_{n-1}\) before executing the body \(t\).

The code produced by the closure invocation macro \((v \bar{v})_{clo}\) first fetches the code pointer that is stored in the first field of the closure, then invokes this code pointer, passing it the closure \(v\) itself as well as the actual arguments \(\bar{v}\).

### 8.3 Low-Level Closure API

Our low-level reasoning rules for closures, shown in Figure 26, involve the predicate \(Closure\), which describes the layout of a closure in memory. Its definition is given in the next section (§8.4).

The rule \(MkClo\) specifies a closure construction operation. The term, written \([\bar{v}/\bar{y}] \mu_{clo} f. \lambda x. t\), is the application of the substitution \([\bar{v}/\bar{y}]\) to the closure construction macro \(\mu_{clo} f. \lambda x. t\). In this substitution, the variables \(\bar{y}\) are the free variables of the function \(\mu f. \lambda x. t\). The reason why we must be prepared to reason about a term of this form is that the premise of \(\text{LETVAL}\) gives rise to substitutions which (after being propagated down) become blocked in front of the \(opaque\) macro \(\mu_{clo} f. \lambda x. t\). The values \(\bar{v}\) that appear in this substitution are the values “captured” by the closure, that is, the values that are stored in the closure when it is constructed.

In the second premise of \(MkClo\), an environment \(E\) is built by pairing up the values \(\bar{v}\) with nonzero fractions \(\bar{q}\). Then, according to the precondition in \(MkClo\), closure construction consumes \(E \leftarrow \emptyset\). In other words, for each memory location that occurs in \(E\), it consumes a fractional pointed-by-heap assertion. This records the fact that there exists a pointer from the closure to each such memory location.

According to the precondition in \(MkClo\), closure construction consumes \(size(1 + |E|)\) space credits, reflecting the space needed to store a code pointer and the values \(\bar{v}\) in a flat closure.

Because closure construction involves an allocation, \(MkClo\) requires the thread \(\pi\) to be outside a protected section.

According to the postcondition in \(MkClo\), closure construction produces a memory location \(\ell\). Pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions for this memory location are produced, indicating that this memory location is fresh. Furthermore, the assertion \(Closure E f \bar{x} t \ell\), which guarantees that there is a well-formed closure at address \(\ell\), is also produced. In this paper, in contrast with
$$\text{Closure } E \ x \ t \ \ell \triangleq \ \ell \not\in \mathcal{X} \ \land \ |E| = |\text{fvelo}(f, \ x, t)|^\top$$

$$\ell \mapsto \gamma (\text{codeclo}(f, \ x, t) :: \text{map } \text{fst } E) \ *$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
\vdash \ell \ \lor \ E \leftarrow \{+\ell\}
\end{array}$$

Fig. 27. Definition of the predicate Closure

our earlier work [Moine et al. 2023], this assertion is persistent [Jung et al. 2018, §2.3]. This means that the knowledge that there is a closure at address $\ell$ can be shared without any restriction. The pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions $\ell \leftarrow \{\pi\} \ast \ell \leftarrow \emptyset$ are not persistent. Indeed, these assertions allow deallocating the closure, and our program logic ensures that every object is deallocated at most once.

The rule CallClo closely resembles the rule CallPtr for primitive function calls (Figure 17). One difference is that CallClo requires the assertion $\text{Closure } E \ x \ t \ \ell$, which describes the closure. Another difference is that, whereas a primitive function $\mu_{\text{ptr}.f.\lambda x.t}$ must be closed, a general function can have a nonempty list of free variables $\mathcal{y}$, an alias for $\text{fvelo}(f, \ x, t)$. In the last premise of CallClo, which requires reasoning about the function’s body, the variables $\mathcal{y}$ are replaced with the values $\mathcal{v}$ captured at closure construction time, which are recorded in the environment $E$.

The precondition of CallClo requires a pointed-by-thread assertion $M \leftarrow \{\pi\}$, where the domain of the map $M$ includes all of the locations that appear in $\mathcal{v}$, that is, all of the locations that appear in the closure’s environment. This assertion is not consumed: it appears again in the precondition of the triple that forms the last premise of CallClo. In other words, it is transmitted from the caller to the callee. The presence of this assertion is imposed to us by the fact that, when the closure is invoked, these values are read from memory: the load instructions that appear in the definition of codeclo($f, \ x, t$) in Figure 25 require pointed-by-thread assertions for the values that are read. If desired, the pointed-by-thread assertion $M \leftarrow \{\pi\}$ can be transmitted back from the callee to the caller via a suitable instantiation of the postcondition $\Psi$. Alternatively, it may be consumed by the callee to justify a logical deallocation operation.

Together, the rules MkClo and CallClo express the correctness of our closure construction and invocation macros. They guarantee that a closure at address $\ell$ constructed by $[\mathcal{g} / \mathcal{y}] \mu_{\text{clo}.f.\lambda x.t}$, when invoked with actual arguments $\mathcal{w}$, behaves like the term $[\mathcal{g} / \mathcal{y}][\ell / f][\mathcal{w} / \mathcal{x}]t$. This is the operational behavior that is expected of a closure.

CloFree logically deallocates a closure. It resembles FreeOne, but, instead of a “sizeof” assertion, requires the abstract assertion $\text{Closure } E \ f \ x \ t \ \ell$. Like FreeOne, it produces space credits and a deallocation witness for the closure. Furthermore, CloFree lets the user recover the pointed-by-heap assertion $E \leftarrow \emptyset$, thereby undoing the effect of MkClo.

### 8.4 Low-Level Closure API: Implementation Details

Figure 27 presents the internal definition of the assertion $\text{Closure } E \ x \ t \ \ell$. It records two pure facts: the name $f$ is disjoint from the parameters $\mathcal{X}$ and the length of the environment $E$ matches the number of free variables of the closure.

Then, a points-to assertion states that the location $\ell$ points to a block of size $1 + |E|$, whose first field contains the code of the closure, codeclo($f, \ x, t$), and whose remaining fields contain the values recorded in the environment $E$. Because this points-to assertion carries a discarded fraction $\triangledown$ [Vindum and Birkedal 2021], it is a persistent points-to assertion. This reflects the fact that the closure is immutable.

The last component in this definition is a liveness-based cancellable invariant ($\S$5.10): a persistent assertion that we can tear down and regain full ownership when we deallocate $\ell$. 
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Because every assertion involved in its definition is persistent, the assertion $\text{Clo} E f \overline{x} t \ell$ is itself persistent.

The liveness-based cancellable invariant contains the pointed-by-heap assertion $E \leftarrow \{+\ell\}$, which means that every memory location in $E$ is pointed to by the closure. In the proof of the reasoning rule $\text{CloFree}$, we tear down the liveness-based cancellable invariant, and gain back the assertion $E \leftarrow \{+\ell\}$. Because $\ell$ is now dead, we use the $\text{CleanPBHeap}$ rule to change $E \leftarrow \{+\ell\}$ into $E \leftarrow \emptyset$. This explains how, in the proof of $\text{CloFree}$, we are able to produce the assertion $E \leftarrow \emptyset$.

### 8.5 High-Level Closure API

The user of a program logic is ultimately interested in the specification of a function, not in the details of its implementation. Yet, the predicate $\text{Clo} E f \overline{x} t \ell$ reveals the code of the closure. As a result, a user naturally wishes to hide this information via an existential quantification over $n$.

As a consequence, the predicate $\text{Spec}$ (§8.3, §8.4), and unlike the $\text{Spec}$ predicate presented in our previous paper [Moine et al. 2023], the predicate $\text{Spec}$ is persistent. This enables a better separation of concerns between the persistent assertion $\text{Spec} n E P \ell$, which views the closure as an eternal service provider, and the affine assertion $\ell \leftarrow \{\pi\} * \ell \leftarrow \emptyset$, which views it as an object in memory, allowing it to participate in the object graph and (someday) to be logically deallocated.

Figure 28 presents the reasoning rules associated with the $\text{Spec}$ predicate. Let us first examine the rule $\text{CallSpec}$. In many ways, this rule is the same as the low-level rule $\text{CallClo}$. The main difference is that, to prove that the call $(\ell \overline{w})_\text{clo}$ admits the postcondition $\Psi$, the user must check that the entailment $V u. P \ell \overline{u} u \rightarrow \{\text{outside } \pi * M \leftarrow \{\pi\} * \Phi\} \pi: u \{\Psi\}$ holds. Intuitively, $u$ denotes the instantiated function body that was visible in $\text{CallClo}$; however, this function body is now abstracted away by the universal quantification over $u$. The predicate $P$ represents the specification of the function, and is typically instantiated with a triple. For example, in the specification of a closure of arity 1 whose effect is to increment a reference $r$ that it receives as an argument, the predicate $P$ takes the form: $\lambda \ell \overline{w} u. \forall r n. \overline{r} = [r] \rightarrow \{r \mapsto [n]\} \pi: u \{\lambda(). r \mapsto [n+1]\}$. In short,
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\[ \text{Spec } n \, E \, P \, \ell \triangleq \exists f \, \tilde{x} \, t \, P'. \]
\[ \Gamma [\tilde{x}] = n^+ \quad \text{Closure } E \, f \, \tilde{x} \, t = \]
let \( \bar{v} = \text{map } \text{fst } E \in \)
let \( \bar{y} = \text{fvelo}(f, \tilde{x}, t) \in \)
let \( \text{body } \tilde{w} = [\bar{v} / \bar{y}] [\ell / f] [\tilde{w} / \tilde{x}] t \in \)
\[ \triangleright \Box (\forall \bar{w}. \, \text{Spec } n \, E' \, \ell' \quad \rightarrow \quad P' \, \ell \, \tilde{w} \, (\text{body } \tilde{w})) = \]
\[ \triangleright \Box (\forall \bar{w} \, u. \, P' \, \ell \, \tilde{w} \, u \quad \rightarrow \quad P \, \ell \, \tilde{w} \, u) \]

Fig. 29. Definition of the predicate \text{Spec}

the user must prove an entailment stating that the specification needed by the caller follows from the specification \( P \).

Let us now consider the rule \text{MkSpec}. It is again quite similar to the low-level rule \text{MkClo}. The premise on the second line ensures that \( P \) is a valid description of the behavior of the function body, whose concrete form \([\bar{v} / \bar{y}] [\ell / f] [\tilde{w} / \tilde{x}] t\) is visible. In comparison with the low-level API (§8.3), the work of reasoning about the function body is shifted from the closure invocation site to the closure construction site. Moreover, while establishing \( P \, \ell \, \tilde{w} \, ([\bar{v} / \bar{y}] [\ell / f] [\tilde{w} / \tilde{x}] t) \), the user is allowed to assume \text{Spec } n \, E \, P \, t: \) this allows verifying recursive calls.

The rule \text{SpecWeak} is a consequence rule: it allows weakening the assertion \text{Spec } n \, E \, P_1 \, \ell \) into \text{Spec } n \, E \, P_2 \, \ell \), under the hypothesis that \( P_1 \) is stronger than \( P_2 \).

The rule \text{SpecFree} is similar to the rule \text{CloFree}.

8.6 High-Level Closure API: Implementation Details

Figure 29 presents the definition of the assertion \text{Spec } n \, E \, P \, \ell \). This is a guarded recursive definition: \text{Spec} appears (under a “later” modality) in its own definition. The definition is existentially quantified over the code of the closure, represented by \( f, \tilde{x}, \) and \( t \). It is also existentially quantified over a predicate \( P' \) that is required to be stronger than \( P \). This lets us establish \text{SpecWeak}.

9 TRIPLES WITH SOUVENIR

In this section, we introduce \text{triples with souvenir}, a syntactic sugar that allows for simpler reasoning rules—in particular, a simpler \text{Bind} rule—while reasoning about code that lies outside a protected section. We first present the reasoning rules of triples with souvenir (§9.1), then cover how they are defined (§9.2).

9.1 Those Who Cannot Remember the Past Are Condemned to Repeat It

IrisFit, as presented until this point, can be cumbersome to use, for two unrelated reasons.

One reason is that the user must give up pointed-by-thread assertions at each application of \text{BIND}, even in the common case where such a fraction has been framed already at a previous application of \text{BIND}, which encloses the current application. This obligation to split off and give up pointed-by-thread assertions becomes especially heavy when a variable \( x \) denotes a location and has a long \text{live range}, that is, when this location remains a root throughout a long sequence of instructions. In such a situation, at each point in the sequence, the user is required to split off and give up a fractional pointed-by-thread assertion for \( x \).

\[^8\]The problem is partly mitigated by the “no trim” mode \text{x} (§6.5). However, this mode is designed for very local use, and cannot be exploited if trimming is needed.
A second reason is that, typically, the large majority of instructions are placed outside protected sections. Yet, the user must provide the assertion outside $\pi$ at each application of the outside rules $\textsc{Alloc}$, $\textsc{CallPtr}$, $\textsc{Fork}$, $\textsc{Poll}$, $\textsc{MkSpec}$, and $\textsc{CallSpec}$. This is not difficult, but the presence of this assertion creates visual clutter in pre- and postconditions.

To alleviate both problems at once, we follow Moine et al. [2023] and introduce triples with souvenir. A triple with souvenir takes the form $[R] \{ \Phi \} \pi : t \{ \Psi \}$, where $R$ is a set of locations for which the user has already given up a pointed-by-thread assertion. Recording this souvenir (or remembrance) relieves the user from the obligation of giving up another pointed-by-thread assertion at future applications of the $\textsc{Bind}$ rule. Furthermore, a triple with souvenir implicitly carries an outside $\pi$ assertion: this allows for more concise statements of the outside rules.

For each reasoning rule in Figure 17, we provide a new rule (not shown) that operates on triples with souvenir and that is polymorphic in $R$. This is done simply by inserting $[R]$ in front every triple that appears in the rule. We do not provide new reasoning rules for protected sections, as triples with souvenir are applicable only outside protected sections.

The new reasoning rules that make use of souvenirs appear in Figure 30. $\textsc{BindWithSouvenir}$ is what we aimed for: it is our motivation for introducing triples with souvenir. It closely resembles $\textsc{Bind}$, but does not require the user to give up pointed-by-thread assertions for the locations that are already part of the souvenir $R$. The first premise requires the domain of $M$ (a map of locations to nonzero fractions) to cover all roots of the evaluation context $K$, except those that are already in the souvenir $R$. In other words, if a location already appears in $R$ then there is no need to again split off and give up a pointed-by-thread assertion for this location. Furthermore, $\textsc{BindWithSouvenir}$ augments the current souvenir by changing $R$ to $R \cup \text{locs}(K)$ in its second premise. Thus, nested applications of this rule do not require repeatedly and redundantly giving up pointed-by-thread assertions. The rule $\textsc{AddSouvenir}$ extends the current souvenir with a location $\ell$. This requires framing out (temporarily giving up) a pointed-by-thread assertion for $\ell$. The rule $\textsc{ForgetSouvenir}$ shrinks the current souvenir.

By exploiting triples with souvenir, each of the outside rules mentioned above can be given a more concise statement. For example, the reasoning rule $\textsc{Poll}$ can be more concisely formulated as $\textsc{PollWithSouvenir}$:

\[
\textsc{Poll} \quad \text{(outside $\pi$) $\pi : \text{poll} \{ \lambda(). \text{outside $\pi$} \}} \\
\textsc{PollWithSouvenir} \quad [R]\{\text{"True"}\} \pi : \text{poll} \{ \lambda(\). \text{"True"}\}
\]

### 9.2 Internals of Souvenirs

The definition of triples with souvenir appears in Figure 31. A triple with souvenir $[R] \{ \Phi \} \pi : t \{ \Psi \}$ is expressed as an ordinary triple where the assertions outside $\pi$ and $M \iff \{ \pi \}$ are framed out. That is, these assertions appear in the pre- and postcondition, so they are required and preserved, but they are not made available to a user who views a triple with souvenir as an abstract assertion.

```plaintext
\textsc{BindWithSouvenir} \\
\text{dom}(M) = \text{locs}(K) \setminus R \\
\forall v. [R] \{ M \iff \{ \pi \} \ast \Psi v \} \pi : K[v] \{ \Psi \}

\textsc{AddSouvenir} \\
[\{ \ell \} \cup \text{locs}(K)] \{ \Phi \} \pi : t \{ \Psi \}

\textsc{ForgetSouvenir} \\
[\{ \ell \} \vdash \{ \pi \} \ast \Phi \pi : t \{ \Psi \}

\text{Fig. 30. Key reasoning rules for triples with souvenir}
```
\[
[R] \{\Phi\} \pi : t \{\Psi\} \triangleq \\
\forall M. \ R = \text{dom}(M) \implies \\
\{\Phi \ast \text{outside} \pi \ast M \iff \{\pi\}\} \pi : t \{\lambda v. \Psi v \ast \text{outside} \pi \ast M \iff \{\pi\}\}
\]

Fig. 31. Definition of triples with souvenir

The domain of the map \(M\) is the set \(R\): this ensures that, for every location in this set, a fractional pointed-by-thread assertion is indeed framed out.

A triple with souvenir describes a piece of code whose execution begins and ends outside a protected section: it cannot be used to describe a code fragment that lies inside a protected section. To establish a triple with souvenir about a whole protected section, the user must unfold the definition of triples with souvenir and drop down to the level of standard triples. Then, all of the reasoning rules for standard triples are applicable.

In our mechanization [Moine 2024], we use a more general triple that allows both “no trim” mode (§6.5) without a souvenir and normal mode with a souvenir. This general triple always frames out an “outside” assertion. In our case studies, this is the triple that we use most of the time.

10 CASE STUDIES

We now showcase the expressiveness of IrisFit via a series of representative case studies. We first present logically atomic triples [da Rocha Pinto et al. 2014; Jung et al. 2015], a standard way of specifying operations on concurrent data structures. We begin our case studies with an encoding of the fetch-and-add operation in LambdaFit, which makes use of protected sections (§10.2). Then, we present an implementation of a concurrent counter object, implemented as a pair of closures that share an internal reference (§10.3). We continue with a library for async/finish parallelism, which exploits our implementation of fetch-and-add (§10.4). We conclude this section by presenting our version of Treiber’s stack (§10.5), which exploits protected sections, along the lines sketched earlier (§3). For each case study, we present the code, the specification, and some insights into the proof. For establishing concrete heap bounds, we pose in this section that a block of \(n\) fields is represented by \(n\) memory words, that is, we pose \(\text{size}(n) = n\). Another practical choice such as \(\text{size}(n) = n + 1\) would only affect the constant values that appear behind diamond symbols in specifications.

Our mechanization [Moine 2024] contains additional case studies that we do not cover here. They include sequential examples (a sequential algorithm written in continuation-passing style; a sequential cyclic list; three distinct implementations of sequential stacks) and concurrent examples (a spin lock; Michael and Scott’s lock-free queue, with protected sections).

10.1 Atomic triples

Our specifications for fetch-and-add (§10.2) and for Treiber’s stack (§10.5) involve logically atomic triples, also known simply as atomic triples [da Rocha Pinto et al. 2014; Jung et al. 2015]. In our work, an atomic triple takes the form:

\[
[R] \left( \bigwedge_{X} \Phi^{\text{private}} \right) \pi : t \left( \lambda v. \Phi^{\text{public}} \right)
\]

The parameter \(R\) between square brackets is a souvenir (§9). We construct our atomic triples on top of our triples with souvenir (§9) in the same way that atomic triples are usually constructed on top of ordinary triples. Intuitively, atomic triples with a souvenir \([R]\) are atomic triples whose
The “fetch-and-add” (FAA) operation atomically increments the content of an integer reference, with an "outside" assertion.

The private precondition $\Phi_{\text{private}}$ and the private postcondition $\lambda v. \Phi'_{\text{private}}$ play the same role as the precondition and postcondition of a standard triple. The private precondition is given up by thread $\pi$ when the execution of the term $t$ begins; the private postcondition is gained by thread $\pi$ when the execution of the term $t$ ends. They are private in the sense that they are invisible to other threads.

The unique feature of atomic triples is the presence of a public precondition $\Phi_{\text{public}}$ and of a public postcondition $\Phi'_{\text{public}}$. An atomic triple guarantees that the public precondition $\Phi_{\text{public}}$ continuously holds until a certain point in time, the linearization point [Birkedal et al. 2021], where it is atomically transformed into the public postcondition $\Phi'_{\text{public}}$. Somewhat more accurately, an atomic triple involves a quantification over a list of variables $\bar{x}$, whose scope includes $\Phi_{\text{public}}$, $\Phi'_{\text{private}}$, and $\Phi'_{\text{public}}$. The existentially quantified public precondition $\exists \bar{x}. \Phi_{\text{public}}$ continuously holds until the linearization point is reached. There, a specific instantiation of the variables $\bar{x}$ becomes fixed. For this specific choice of $\bar{x}$, the public precondition is transformed into the public postcondition $\Phi'_{\text{public}}$, and the value $v$ that is eventually returned satisfies $\Phi'_{\text{private}}$.

### 10.2 Fetch-and-Add

The “fetch-and-add” (FAA) operation atomically increments the content of an integer reference, and returns the previous content of the reference. Although this operation is commonly provided in hardware, implementing it in LambdaFit is a fairly instructive exercise. Indeed, this code and its proof offer a typical example of the use of protected sections.

**Code.** In our setting, FAA takes three parameters: an address $l$, an offset $i$, and the desired increment $n$, an integer value. We encode FAA as a tail-recursive function whose body contains a CAS instruction enclosed in a protected sections. The code is shown in Figure 32. The recursive function is named $f$; its parameters are $l$, $i$ and $n$. Initially, the content of the memory at address $l$ and offset $i$ is loaded into the variable $m$. Then, a protected section is entered, and a CAS instruction attempts to update the content of the memory from $m$ to $m + n$. In case of success, the protected section is exited and the value $m$ is returned. In case of failure, the protected section is also exited, and a recursive call is performed, so as to try again.

Thanks to the protected section, as soon as the CAS instruction succeeds, the memory location $l$ can be considered as a temporary root, as opposed to an ordinary root. Indeed, as soon as CAS succeeds, it is known that the first branch of the conditional construct will be taken, so the protected section will be exited via the first exit instruction, where $l$ is no longer a root.

\[\text{faa} \triangleq \mu_{\text{ptr}} f. \lambda [l, i, n].\]

\[\text{let } m = l[i] \text{ in enter ; if } \text{CAS} l[i] \text{ m } (m + n) \text{ then } (\text{exit ; } m) \text{ else } (\text{exit ; } (f \ [l, i, n])_{\text{ptr}})\]

$$\text{FAA} \left\{ \theta \right\} \{\ell \leftarrow_{p} \{\pi\} \text{ } m \rightarrow \nu(\ell) = m^\gamma \text{ } \Rightarrow \ell \rightarrow \nu \} \pi : (\text{faa} \ [\ell, i, n])_{\text{ptr}} \left\{ \lambda m'. \text{ } m' \rightarrow_{c} (\ [i := (m + n)])_\nu \Rightarrow \ell \leftarrow_{p} \emptyset \right\}$$

Fig. 32. Code and specification of fetch-and-add

Private pre- and postconditions are extended with pointed-by-thread assertions covering $R$ and with an "outside" assertion.
Without a protected section, at the program point that follows CAS and precedes the separation of the two branches, \( l \) would still be considered a root (that is to say, an ordinary root), because it occurs inside the “else” branch, and according to the FVR (§2.1), every location that occurs in the code that lies ahead is a root.

**Specification.** Our specification of FAA appears in Figure 32. The private precondition consumes a pointed-by-thread assertion for the location \( \ell \), carrying some fraction \( p \) and the current thread identifier \( \pi \). The public precondition requires that \( \ell \) point to a block \( \delta \) and that the value stored at offset \( i \) in this block be \( m \). The public postcondition asserts that FAA atomically updates \( m \) into \( m + n \). Crucially, it also produces an updated pointed-by-thread assertion for \( \ell \), carrying the same fraction \( p \) and an empty set of thread identifiers. This means that as soon as the linearization point is reached, \( \ell \) is not a root in thread \( \pi \) any more. This turns out to be crucial while reasoning about our async/finish library (§10.4). The private postcondition asserts that the result of FAA is \( m \).

**Proof insights.** Here is how we use the reasoning rules of protected sections (Figure 18) while verifying that FAA obeys its specification. Upon entering the protected section, we use \texttt{ENTER}\texttt{and} transform the assertion \texttt{outside} \( \pi \) into the assertion \texttt{inside} \( \pi \emptyset \). Then, we face the CAS instruction, a possible linearization point. We open the public precondition, and gain the points-to assertion for \( \ell \). By case analysis on the value that is currently stored at address \( l \) and offset \( i \), we consider the case where CAS succeeds and the case where it fails. Let us focus on the case where it succeeds.

We use \texttt{CASSUCCESS}, which updates the points-to assertion, and effectively execute the linearization point. At this point, the atomic triple requires us to prove that the public postcondition holds. Using \texttt{ADDTEMPORARY}, we make \( \ell \) a temporary root: this changes the assertions \( \ell \leftarrow_p \{ \pi \} \) and \texttt{inside} \( \pi \emptyset \) into \( \ell \leftarrow_p \emptyset \) and \texttt{inside} \( \pi \{ \ell \} \). By giving up the points-to and pointed-by-thread assertions, we fulfill the public postcondition. Then, we use \texttt{IFTRUE} and enter the first branch of the “if” statement. There, \texttt{TRIMINSIDE} lets us change the assertion \texttt{inside} \( \pi \{ \ell \} \) to \texttt{inside} \( \pi \emptyset \). This allows us to exit the protected section using \texttt{EXIT}. We finish the proof with \texttt{VAL}.

### 10.3 A Concurrent Counter Object

Our next example is a concurrent monotonic “counter” object, whose internal state is stored in a mutable reference, and whose access is mediated by a pair of closures: a closure \( i \) increments the counter; a closure \( g \) gets its current value. This is an example of a procedural abstraction [Reynolds 1975], also known as an object: indeed, “an object is a value exporting a procedural interface to data or behavior” [Cook 2009]. Crucially, a counter can be used concurrently by several threads.

**Code.** The top of Figure 33 presents the code that we verify. The function call (ref \([x]\))\texttt{ptr} allocates a mutable reference, that is, a block of size 1. The function call (pair \([x, y]\))\texttt{ptr} allocates a mutable pair, that is, a block of size 2. The function call (ignore \([x]\))\texttt{ptr} ignores its argument and returns the unit value. The function call (create \([\text{ }\])\texttt{ptr} returns a fresh “counter”, that is, a pair of two closures \( i \) and \( g \). Both closures point to an internal reference \( r \), which is initialized to the value 0. The closure \( i \) uses our fetch-and-add function (§10.2) and ignores its result.

**Specifications.** Figure 33 presents the specification of our concurrent counter. It is inspired by a specification that appears in lecture notes [Birkedal and Bizjak 2023]. It relies on an abstract assertion \texttt{counter} \( i g p n \) where \( i \) is the location of the “increment” closure, \( g \) is the location of the “get” closure, \( p \in (0; 1) \) is a fraction that represents a share of the ownership of the counter, and \( n \), a natural number, represents a past contribution to the current value of the counter. If \( p = 1 \) then the contribution \( n \) is in fact the current value of the counter.

The equivalence axiom in Figure 33 shows that “counter” assertions can be split and joined; both the fraction and the contribution are then split or joined by addition. This allows a counter to be...
The internal definition of the abstract predicate "counter" involves an existential quantification over the shared location \( r \): indeed, this location does not appear in the specification. The assertion \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ n \) contains a pointed-by-thread assertion for the location \( r \) with fraction \( p \). Moreover, the assertion \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ n \) contains \( \text{Spec} \) assertions (§8.5) for the closures \( i \) and \( g \). The environments that appear in these \( \text{Spec} \) assertions map \( r \) to the

Fig. 33. Code and specification of a concurrent monotonic counter

used in a concurrent setting: the user can split the "counter" predicate into several parts and give a part to each participating thread. In the end, the user can gather all parts, draw conclusions about the final value of the counter, and logically deallocate the counter.

The specification of \( (\text{create } [])_\text{ptr} \) states that this call consumes 7 space credits (1 credit for the shared reference, 2 credits for each closure, and 2 credits for the pair). It returns a pair \( \ell \) of two locations \( i \) and \( g \) such that \( \text{counter } i \ g \) holds. This assertion captures the full ownership of the counter, and specifies that its current value is 0.

Figure 33 also shows the specifications of calls to \( i \) and \( g \). Both calls require an assertion of the form \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ n \). The postcondition of a call to the "increment" closure contains an updated assertion \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ (n+1) \). The postcondition of a call to the "get" closure contains an unmodified "counter" assertion. Furthermore, it guarantees that the natural number \( m \) that is returned by this call is no less than the past contribution \( n \) and, in the case where \( p \) is 1, is equal to the past contribution.

Last, Figure 33 shows the reasoning rule for deallocating a counter. This rule requires full ownership of the counter as well as pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions for the closures \( i \) and \( g \), with fraction 1 and empty sets—this witnesses that both closures are unreachable. In exchange, the rule produces 5 spaces credits. The 2 credits corresponding to the pair produced by create can be recovered independently.

Proof insights. The proof that the counter obeys its specification uses ghost state in a standard way [Birkedal and Bizjak 2023, §8.7]. The internal definition of the abstract predicate "counter" involves an existential quantification over the shared location \( r \): indeed, this location does not appear in the specification. The assertion \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ n \) contains a pointed-by-thread assertion for the location \( r \) with fraction \( p \). Moreover, the assertion \( \text{counter } i \ g \ p \ n \) contains \( \text{Spec} \) assertions (§8.5) for the closures \( i \) and \( g \). The environments that appear in these \( \text{Spec} \) assertions map \( r \) to the
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create ≜ μptr.λ[].
(ref [0])ptr
async ≜ μptr.λ[l,f].
(faa [l,0,1])ptr ;
fork ((f [])clo : (ignore ((faa [l,0,-1])ptr))ptr)

\( \text{AFCreate} \)
\[
[\emptyset]\{\phi_1\} \pi: (\text{create } [])_{\text{ptr}} \{\lambda \ell. \text{AF } \ell \ast \ell \leftarrow_1 \{\pi\} \ast \ell \leftarrow_1 \emptyset\}
\]

\( \text{AFAsync} \)
\[
\forall \pi'. \{\|\ell\|\} \{f \leftarrow_p \{\pi'\} \ast \Phi\} \pi': (f [])_{\text{clo}} \{\lambda(). \Psi\}
\]

\( \text{AFFinish} \)
\[
[\emptyset]\{\|\ell\|\} \pi: (\text{finish } [])_{\text{ptr}} \{\lambda(). \text{finished } \ell\}
\]

\( \text{FinishedSpawned} \)
\[
\text{finished } \ell \ast \text{spawned } \ell \Psi \Rightarrow \Psi
\]

\( \text{FinishedFree} \)
\[
\text{finished } \ell \ast \ell \leftarrow_1 \emptyset \Rightarrow \phi_1
\]

\( \text{AFPersistent} \)
\[
\text{AF } \ell \text{ is persistent}
\]

\( \text{FinishedPersistent} \)
\[
\text{finished } \ell \text{ is persistent}
\]

Fig. 34. Code and specification of an async/finish library

fraction \( \frac{1}{2} \), which means that each closure owns one half of the pointed-by-heap assertion for the location \( r \).

10.4 An Async/Finish Library

The async/finish paradigm was introduced in X10 [Charles et al. 2005], as a generalization of the spawn/sync mechanism of Cilk [Blumofe et al. 1996], spawn/sync itself being a generalization of the binary fork/join paradigm. The async/finish paradigm allows spawning an arbitrary number of tasks before waiting at a common join point. More precisely, the construct "async" allows spawning new tasks, whereas "finish" performs synchronization: it blocks until all previously spawned tasks terminate. In this section, we show how to encode these two constructs in LambdaFit using a shared mutable reference that is updated using a fetch-and-add operation (§10.2). We then provide specifications in IrisFit, and show that the space credits associated to the shared reference can be recovered as soon as "finish" returns.9 A strength of our specification is that it allows for nested spawns: a spawned task can itself spawn tasks.

Code. The code of our async/finish library is presented in the top part of Figure 34. The library uses a reference that we call the session. A session is a channel through which tasks communicate. It stores the number of currently running tasks.

The function (create [])_ptr returns a fresh session, with zero running tasks.

The function (async [l,f])_ptr expects a session \( l \) and a closure \( f \) as arguments. It first atomically increments the session, hence recording the existence of a new running task, then forks off a thread.

9That is to say, as soon as every task reaches the linearization point of the fetch-and-add operation to signal that it is done. A task can still execute some code past the linearization point before actually terminating.
that invokes the closure $f$ with no arguments. When this invocation terminates, it atomically decrements the session, thereby recording that this task is finished.

The function (finish $[I]$)$_{ptr}$ consists of an active waiting loop. This loop ends when it observes that the session contains the value $0$, which guarantees that all previously spawned tasks have terminated.

**Specifications.** The bottom part of Figure 34 presents the specification of our async/finish library. According to AFCREATE, (create $[\{\}]$)$_{ptr}$ consumes one space credit, which corresponds to the space occupied by the session, and returns a location $\ell$ such that AF $\ell$ holds. This persistent assertion guarantees that $\ell$ is a session. The postcondition also provides pointed-by-thread and pointed-by-heap assertions for the location $\ell$. The pointed-by-heap assertion carries the fraction $\frac{1}{2}$; the other half is hidden from the user.

The specification of (async $[\ell,f]$)$_{ptr}$ is stated as a triple featuring a souvenir on $\ell$. This means that, for the duration of this call, $\ell$ is a root. The precondition requires $\ell$ to be a session. A fractional pointed-by-thread assertion for the closure $f$, as well as an arbitrary assertion $\Phi$, are consumed and transmitted to the new task, which invokes the closure $f$. The premise of the rule AFASYNC requires the user to prove that, under an arbitrary thread identifier $\pi'$, this invocation is safe and satisfies some postcondition $\Psi$. The postcondition of (async $[\ell,f]$)$_{ptr}$ provides a witness that this task was spawned, in the form of the assertion spawned $\ell\Psi$. This assertion is not persistent: it can be understood as a unique permission to collect $\Psi$ once the task is finished.

The specification of $f$ in the premise of AFASYNC is again a triple with a souvenir of $\ell$. This formulation allows the user to itself use async. Using an arbitrary triple there would place a stronger requirement on $f$ and would forbid the use of async inside $f$.

According to AFFINISH, (finish $[\ell]$)$_{ptr}$ consumes the pointed-by-thread assertion that was produced by create. This forbids any further use of the session $\ell$: indeed, both AFASYNC and AFFINISH require a pointed-by-thread assertion for $\ell$. The postcondition contains the persistent assertion finished $\ell$, which witnesses that this session has been ended.

The ghost update FinishedSpawned states that if the witness finished $\ell$ is at hand then the assertion spawned $\ell\Psi$ can be converted to $\Psi$. This reflects the idea that if the session has been ended, then all tasks must have terminated: so, a permission to collect $\Psi$ can indeed be converted to $\Psi$.

The ghost update FinishedFree states that if the session has ended then abandoning the pointed-by-heap assertion for $\ell$ allows recovering the space credit associated with the session $\ell$.

**Proof insights.** The assertion AF $\ell$ is internally defined as an Iris invariant. Among other things, this invariant imposes a protocol on the pointed-by-thread assertion for the session $\ell$. Initially, the invariant contains a pointed-by-thread assertion carrying the fraction $\frac{1}{2}$ and an empty set; the other half is given to the user by Create. Each spawned task gets a fraction of this assertion: indeed, spawning a task involves “fork”, and our Fork rule requires updating a pointed-by-thread assertion so as to reflect the fact that $\ell$ is a root of the new thread. When a task signals that it is finished, it surrenders its fractional pointed-by-thread assertion, carrying an empty set of thread identifiers.

Hence, once every task has terminated, the invariant again contains $\ell \leftarrow \frac{1}{2} \emptyset$.

How and when exactly does a task signal that it is finished? This is done via a fetch-and-add (FAA) operation, which decrements the count of active tasks, and takes effect precisely at the linearization point of this FAA operation. Hence, as soon as this linearization point is reached, the invariant requires this task to surrender its fractional pointed-by-thread assertion. Fortunately, our specification of FAA (§10.2) allows this: the pointed-by-thread assertion $\ell \leftarrow_p \emptyset$ appears in the public postcondition in FAA.

\footnote{In the case of AFAsync, this is implicit in the fact that the conclusion of the rule is a triple with a souvenir on $\ell$.}
The absence of a “later” modality in front of $\Psi$ in \texttt{FinishedSpawned} may seem surprising. As the assertion $\Psi$ has transited through an invariant, an Iris expert might expect it to be guarded by such a modality. The usual way to eliminate a “later” modality is through a physical step, yet this rule is a ghost update. Fortunately, IrisFit supports and takes advantage of later credits (§6.2).

A later credit is a piece of ghost state that is produced by a physical step and that can later be used to eliminate a “later” modality. With each spawned task, we are able to internally associate one later credit, which we obtain from the function call (async $[\ell, f]$)$_{ptr}$. By exploiting this later credit, we can eliminate the “later” modality in front of $\Psi$ before giving this assertion back to the user.

10.5 Treiber’s Stack

\textit{Code}. The code that we verify is the code of Figure 2, translated to LambdaFit syntax. A reference is a block of size 1; a stack cell is a block of size 2.

\textit{Specifications}. Figure 35 presents our specification of Treiber’s stack. The stack is described in terms of the abstract predicate stack $\ell$ vpqs, where $\ell$ is the location of the stack and vpqs is its mathematical model. This model is a list of triples ($v$, $p$, $q$) of a value $v$ and two positive fractions $p$ and $q$. The list of the values $v$ describes the content of the stack. For each value $v$, the fractions $p$ and $q$ describe what quantity of the pointed-by-thread and pointed-by-heap assertions for the value $v$ have been acquired by the stack. Having the stack acquire a fractional pointed-by-heap assertion for the value $v$ lets us record that this value is pointed to by a stack cell without revealing or even mentioning the address of this cell. Having the stack acquire a fractional pointed-by-thread assertion for the value $v$ lets us express a plausible specification for “pop”. Indeed, “pop” needs to read the value $v$ from the heap: then, the \texttt{LOAD} rule requires (and updates) a fractional pointed-by-thread assertion for $v$. Expecting the caller to supply this assertion seems impractical, so it must be found in the stack itself.

The assertion stack $\ell$ vpqs is not fractional: it represents the full ownership of the stack. To allow the stack to be accessed by several concurrent threads, the user must share this assertion. This is typically achieved via an Iris invariant [Birkedal and Bizjak 2023].

According to \texttt{StackCreate}, creating a new stack consumes one space credit. This is the size of the reference that holds the address of the top stack cell. The result is a fresh location $\ell$ that represents an empty stack.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Fig. 35. Specification of Treiber’s Stack}
\end{center}
The specification of (push \{ℓ; ν\})\_ptr, expressed by StackPush, is an atomic triple with a souvenir on ℓ. The private precondition requires two space credits, which is the size of a new stack cell, as well as fractional pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions for the value ν that is pushed onto the stack. Together, the public precondition and postcondition indicate that the model of the stack is atomically updated from vpqs updated to (v, p, q) :: vpqs at the linearization point.

The specification of (pop \{ℓ\})\_ptr, expressed by StackPop, is also an atomic triple with a souvenir on ℓ. The public precondition and postcondition indicate that the model of the stack is atomically updated from (v, p, q) :: vpqs to vpqs. Furthermore, according to the public postcondition, at the linearization point, two space credits are produced, and a pointed-by-heap assertion for ν, carrying an empty multiset of predecessors, is produced as well, as a pointer from the stack to ν has been destroyed.

Our specification of “pop” exhibits a certain asymmetry: whereas the space credits and the pointed-by-heap assertion appear in the public postcondition, which means that they are produced at the linearization point, the pointed-by-thread assertion appears in the private postcondition, which means that it is produced when the function returns. The space credits and the pointed-by-heap assertion can be produced at the linearization point because there we are already able to logically deallocate the stack cell and to argue that a pointer from the stack to ν has been destroyed. However, the pointed-by-thread assertion cannot be surrendered as part of the public postcondition, because the value ν is read from the heap after the linearization point has been passed.

The last rule in Figure 35, StackFree, logically deallocates a (possibly nonempty) stack. The assertion stack ℓ vpqs, as well as empty pointed-by-thread and pointed-by-heap assertions for ℓ, are consumed. A number of space credits are produced, which reflect the overall size occupied by the stack data structure in the heap: one credit for the toplevel reference, plus two credits per stack cell. The pointed-by-thread and pointed-by-heap assertions associated with every triple (v, p, q) in the stack are also produced. Of course, in the common case where vpqs is an empty list, this rule can be significantly simplified.

Proof insights. As argued earlier (§3), the main difficulty of the proof is to produce space credits when a “pop” operation succeeds. This requires logically deallocating the stack cell that is being extracted. This in turn requires exhibiting both an empty pointed-by-thread assertion and an empty pointed-by-heap assertion for this cell. Yet, neither of these assertions is easy to obtain.

Let us discuss the pointed-by-thread assertion first. The difficulty is that “push” and “pop” are invisible readers [Alistarh et al. 2018]: these operations read the top of the stack (that is, the address of a stack cell) without synchronization. Such a read normally requires updating a pointed-by-thread assertion for the cell whose address is thus obtained. However, here, we do not wish to record that this cell is pointed to by the current thread. Fortunately, these reads occur inside protected sections. Hence, we use LoadInside, which updates an “inside” assertion instead of a pointed-by-thread assertion. This allows the stack’s invariant to keep an empty pointed-by-thread assertion, at all times, for every stack cell. This in turn allows a successful “pop” operation to extract this empty pointed-by-thread assertion out of the invariant. Maintaining empty pointed-by-thread assertions for locations that are acquired only inside protected sections is a typical idiom.

Next, let us discuss the pointed-by-heap assertion. Here, the difficulty is that a stack cell ℓ may be pointed to by a new cell ℓ′ that has just been allocated by an ongoing “push” operation. This scenario was discussed earlier (§3.2). Hence, each ongoing “push” holds an assertion ℓ ← _p {+ℓ′}, where ℓ is the stack cell that “push” is attempting to extract and ℓ′ is the new stack cell that “push” has allocated. Now, how can “pop” obtain the assertion ℓ ← _1 \emptyset that is required to allow logical deallocation? We answer this question via an original technique that we dub helping with logical deallocation: the thread that successfully pops the stack cell ℓ also takes care of logically deallocating the predecessor
cells $\ell'$ that have been allocated by ongoing “push” operations.\textsuperscript{11} The logical deallocation of these locations is made possible by the protected section in “push”. This approach has a somewhat strange consequence: in the proof of “push”, it may be the case that the cell $\ell'$ has been logically deallocated by another thread, yet “push” still needs to access this cell. Fortunately, IrisFit allows this: for example, the proof of “push” makes use of the rule $\text{StoreDead}$.

\section{RELATED WORK}

\subsection{Polling Points}

A stop-the-world event may be viewed as an asynchronous interruption: a thread that requests garbage collection stops the execution of all other threads. Such an interruption can be implemented using hardware interrupts, but this scheme can be expensive and non-portable [Feeley 1993]. Another approach is to let the compiler insert explicit tests for interruptions into the code. These tests appear in the literature under various names, including polling points [Feeley 1993], GC points [Agesen 1998], yield points [Lin et al. 2015], and safe points [Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2020]. Let us refer to them collectively as safe points. Safe points are typically inserted by the compiler in such a way that no computation can run forever without encountering a safe point. When a thread encounters a safe point, it tests whether some other thread has requested garbage collection. If so, it pauses and passes control to the runtime system. Once all threads have paused in this way, the runtime system performs a global garbage collection phase.

Safe points are used in the Jalapeño/Jikes RVM [Alpern et al. 1999, 2005] and in OCaml 5 [Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2020]. The existence of safe points is not revealed to the programmer, who is not expected to know about their existence and is given no means of controlling their placement. As an experimental feature, the OCaml 5 compiler does offer a [@poll error] attribute [Jaffer 2021]. This attribute is placed on a function definition. An attempt by the compiler to insert a safe point into a function that carries this attribute causes a compile-time error. This lets the programmer check that a function body does not contain any safe point, therefore is (de facto) a protected section. At this time, there is not a clear consensus whether this feature is useful and corresponds to the needs of expert programmers.

Safe points, as described above, and polling points, as proposed in this paper, are two related yet distinct concepts. Indeed, in our view, safe points play two distinct roles. On the one hand, they are polling points, in the sense of this paper: they are points where a thread must stop and allow garbage collection to take place if it has been requested. On the other hand, at the same time, they are delimiters (that is, starting points and ending points) of protected sections: indeed, the GC cannot run unless every thread has reached a safe point. We believe that our design, where protected sections and polling points are separate concepts, is better behaved. In particular, it enjoys monotonicity properties: inserting a new polling point, creating a new protected section, or enlarging an existing protected section restricts the set of possible behaviors of the program.\textsuperscript{12} In contrast, in a setting where only a “safe point” construct is offered by the language, inserting a new safe point creates one more program point where the GC is allowed to run, therefore can enlarge the set of possible behaviors of the program and compromise the program’s worst-case heap space complexity. In short, in such a setting, automated safe point insertion is arguably unsafe!

In our approach, the user explicitly inserts enough protected sections to (verifiably) obtain the desired worst-case heap space complexity, then lets the compiler implicitly insert enough polling points.

\textsuperscript{11}Note that these ongoing ”push” operations will fail, because the top stack cell previously observed has been replaced.

\textsuperscript{12}Polling points must be inserted only outside protected sections. In our setting, inserting a new polling point does not create a new opportunity for the GC to run, because outside protected sections, the GC is everywhere allowed to run.
points to guarantee liveness, without endangering the program’s space complexity. This is expressed by Theorem 7.2.

11.2 Protected Sections

In the production systems that we are aware of, the concept that seems closest to our protected sections appears in the .NET runtime system, where it was introduced in 2015, with performance in mind [Lander 2015]. The API of the GC module [Microsoft 2024] provides a method TryStartNoGCRegion(Int64) and a method EndNoGCRegion(). A “NoGC region” is not quite a protected section in our sense, though, as allocation is permitted inside a “NoGC region”. The integer parameter of the method TryStartNoGCRegion is a request for a certain amount of free heap space: garbage collection takes place at this point so as to guarantee that this much free space exists. Allocation requests within the “NoGC region” are then served out of this pre-allocated free space. However, if the runtime system runs out of free space while some thread is inside a “NoGC region”, then garbage collection will take place.

Besides performance, another possible motivation for temporarily disabling garbage collection is safety. Feeley [1993, §1.2.1] discusses why “critical sections”—sections in which the GC must not run—may be needed for safety reasons. He takes the example of a store instruction that stores a 64-bit pointer into memory and that is decomposed into two 32-bit stores. In between the two stores, the memory is in an inconsistent state and must not be read by the GC.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first where a notion of protected section is introduced for complexity reasons, that is, with the aim of guaranteeing tighter worst-case heap space complexity bounds.

11.3 Reasoning about Space without a GC

Hofmann [1999, 2003] introduces space credits in the setting of an affine type system for the λ-calculus. Hofmann [2000] and Aspinall and Hofmann [2002] adapt the idea to LFPL, a first-order functional programming language without GC and with explicit destructive pattern matching. There, a value of type exists at runtime and can be understood as a pointer to a free block in the heap. Subsequent work aims at automating space complexity analyses. In particular, Hofmann and Jost [2003] propose an affine type system where types carry space credits. Hofmann and Jost [2006]; Hofmann and Rodriguez [2009, 2013] analyze a variant of Java where garbage collection has been replaced with explicit deallocation. RaML [Hoffmann et al. 2012a,b, 2017] analyzes a fragment of OCaml, also without GC and with explicit destructive pattern matching. Niu and Hoffmann [2018] present a type-based amortized space analysis for a pure, first-order programming language where destructive pattern matching can be applied to shared objects, an unusual feature. Their system performs significant over-approximations: when a data structure becomes shared, the logic charges the cost of creating a copy of this data structure. As far as we understand, this analysis can be used to reason in a sound yet very conservative way about a programming language with GC. Kahn and Hoffmann [2021] present a system that is equipped with more flexible typing rules than its predecessors and therefore can derive tighter resource consumption bounds. Hoffmann and Jost [2022] offer a survey of two decades of work on automated amortized resource analysis (AARA).

Following the ideas of LFPL, Lorenzen et al. [2023] introduce a calculus with “reuse” credits. Explicit destructive pattern matching produces reuse credits, which can be used to satisfy a new allocation. Because the system allows fragmentation, reuse credits cannot be joined. The goal of Lorenzen et al. [2023] is to statically detect fully in-place functions—that is, functions that do not need to allocate new memory. This includes, for example, functions that reuse the heap space occupied by their arguments.
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Chin et al. [2005, 2008] present a type system that automatically keeps track of data structure sizes. The type system incorporates an alias analysis, which distinguishes between shared and unique objects and allows unique objects to be explicitly deallocated. Shared objects can never be logically deallocated. Specifications indicate how much memory a method may need (a high-water mark) and how much memory it releases, in terms of the sizes of the arguments and results.

Compared with type systems, program logics offer weaker automation but greater expressiveness. Aspinall et al. [2007] propose a VDM-style program logic, where postconditions depend not only on the pre-state, post-state, and return value, but also on a cost. Atkey [2011] proposes an extension of Separation Logic with an abstract notion of resource, such as time or space, and introduces an assertion that denotes the ownership of a certain amount of resources.

All of the work cited above concerns languages with explicit memory deallocation, where there is no need to reason about unreachability. Reasoning about unreachability in the setting of a static analysis or program logic is a central challenge.

11.4 Reasoning about Space with a GC

Hur et al. [2011] propose a Separation Logic for the combination of a low-level language with explicit deallocation and a high-level language with a GC. They are interested in verifying just safety, not space complexity.

Madiot and Pottier [2022] and Moine et al. [2023] propose Separation Logics that allow reasoning about space in the presence of a GC.

The logic presented by Madiot and Pottier [2022] concerns a low-level language with explicit stack cells. Its reasoning rules are intended to support concurrency, but the paper does not provide any case study.

The logic presented in our previous paper [Moine et al. 2023] concerns a high-level language, where the call stack is implicit, but is restricted to a sequential setting. This paper also introduces support for closures. The logic relies on a distinction between visible roots—the roots of the term under focus—and invisible roots—the roots of the evaluation context. The logic keeps track of invisible roots using a Stackable assertion, and introduces the idea that Stackable assertions must be “forcibly framed out” at applications of the Bind rule. We re-use this idea in our own Bind rule (§6.4), but replace Stackable assertions with pointed-by-thread assertions, which are better suited to a concurrent setting. In so doing, we remove the distinction between visible roots and invisible roots, which does not seem to make sense in a concurrent setting; our pointed-by-thread assertions keep track of all (ordinary) roots. In contrast, Moine et al. [2023] do not keep track of visible roots via an a dedicated assertion: indeed, in their setting, it suffices to inspect the term under focus to determine the set of visible roots. This allows them to offer a standard Load rule, whereas our Load rule updates a pointed-by-thread assertion for the value that is loaded (§6.2).

Our mechanization [Moine 2024] includes an encoding inside IrisFit of our previous logic for sequential programs [Moine et al. 2023]. This encoding demonstrates that our concurrent program logic can be used to reason about sequential programs with no overhead.

11.5 Space-Related Results for Compilers

Paraskevopoulou and Appel [2019] prove that, in the presence of a GC, closure conversion is safe for space: that is, it does not change the space consumption of a program. They view closure conversion as a transformation from a CPS-style \( \lambda \)-calculus into itself. This calculus is equipped with two different environment-based big-step operational semantics. The “source” semantics implicitly constructs a closure for each function definition by capturing the relevant part of the environment and storing it in the heap. The “target” semantics performs no such construction: it requires every function to be closed. In either semantics, the roots are defined as the locations
that occur in the environment. Up to the stylistic difference between a substitution-based seman-
tics and an environment-based semantics, this definition is equivalent to the “free variable rule”
(FVR) [Morisset et al. 1995].

Besson et al. [2019] prove that (an enhanced version of) CompCert [Leroy 2021] preserves
memory consumption when compiling C programs.

In a sequential setting, Gómez-Londoño et al. [2020] prove that the CakeML compiler respects
a cost model that is defined at the level of the intermediate language DataLang, which serves as
the target of closure conversion. Our cost model is analogous to theirs. Our work and theirs are
complementary: whereas they prove that the CakeML compiler respects the DataLang cost model,
we show how to establish space complexity bounds about source programs, based on a similar cost
model. One could in principle adapt IrisFit to DataLang. Then, one would be able to use IrisFit to
establish a space complexity bound about a source CakeML program, to compile this program down
to machine code using the CakeML compiler, and to obtain a machine-checked space complexity
guarantee about the compiled code.

11.6 Safe Memory Reclamation Schemes

Manual memory management can be so difficult in a concurrent setting that programmers often
rely on semi-automatic safe memory reclamation (SMR) schemes. Two main families exist, namely
hazard pointers [Michael 2004; Michael et al. 2023] and read-copy-update (RCU) [McKenney
2004; McKenney et al. 2023]. The two families offer roughly similar APIs. First, the user declares
hazardous locations for a delimited scope. While it is marked hazardous, a location is not deallocated.
Second, the user can retire a location to indicate that this location is no longer needed. The SMR
implementation deallocates a retired location once it is not marked hazardous by any thread.

RCU seems particularly close to our concept of a protected section. Indeed, RCU declares every
pointer hazardous inside a certain section of the code. Yet, there is not a perfect analogy between
the two. Indeed, garbage collection provides a strong guarantee: no dangling pointer can exist.
SMR schemes, on the contrary, tolerate dangling pointers. Hence, with RCU, a location that the
code mentions, but without reading or writing it, does not need to be protected. For example, the
“push” operation of Treiber’s stack does not need an RCU section [Jung et al. 2023, mechanization],
whereas the “pop” operation does need one. Indeed, the push operation never accesses the content
of an internal list cell. Hence, it is not dangerous if such a location is deallocated in the meantime.

Equipping SMR schemes with abstract Separation Logic specifications and verifying them has
long been a challenge. Treiber’s stack has been the first data structure based on hazard pointers to
be verified. This task was tackled several times using different variants of Concurrent Separation
Logic [Parkinson et al. 2007; Fu et al. 2010]. Tofan et al. [2011] verify Treiber’s stack both with
hazard pointers and with garbage collection (though without a heap space complexity analysis).
They show that a large part of the main invariant can be shared between the two proofs. Gotsman
et al. [2013] provide the first general framework for verifying programs using SMR schemes in
Separation Logic, making use of temporal logic reasoning. Jung et al. [2023] provide a more abstract
framework, where temporal reasoning is replaced with ownership arguments. Their work unveils
a close relationship between RCU and garbage collection. Indeed, RCU allows accessing any location
that was not retired when the current RCU section was entered. (There is a loose analogy with
our liveness-based cancellable invariants: to access such an invariant, one must eliminate the case
where ℓ has been logically deallocated.) To prove that a location is not retired at a certain point in
time, Jung et al. [2023] express the topology of data structures using pointed-by-heap assertions,
which they borrow from our prior paper [Moine et al. 2023]. Like us, when retiring a location, they
require the predecessors of this location to have been previously retired.
Outside the Separation Logic world, Meyer and Wolff [2019] propose an API for SMR schemes, in the form of an observer automaton, inspired by the temporal reasoning of Gotsman et al. [2013]. Meyer and Wolff [2019] make use of the observer automaton to decorrelate the verification of lock-free data structures from the SMR implementation, allowing them to develop an automatic linearizability checker.

12 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented LambdaFit, a lambda-calculus with shared-memory concurrency and tracing garbage collection. In particular, LambdaFit is equipped with protected sections, a new, realistic construct that programmers can and sometimes must exploit to ensure that fine-grained concurrent data structures have the desired worst-case heap space complexity. We believe that protected sections are a necessary part of a concurrent programmer’s toolbox, and that they should be considered for inclusion in high-level languages.

Furthermore, we have presented IrisFit, a Concurrent Separation Logic with space credits, which allows expressing and verifying worst-case heap space bounds about LambdaFit programs. IrisFit features pointed-by-heap and pointed-by-thread assertions, which offer a compositional means of keeping track of the various ways through which a memory block is reachable. These assertions can be used to prove that a block is unreachable, or more accurately, that by the time the garbage collector is allowed to run, this block will be unreachable. IrisFit provides special treatment of temporary roots within protected sections and is thereby able to take advantage of protected sections to establish stronger worst-case heap space bounds.

All of our results are mechanized in the Coq proof assistant using the Iris library [Jung et al. 2018] and its dedicated Proof Mode [Krebs et al. 2018]. Our definitions and proofs are available in electronic form [Moine 2024]. Discounting blank lines and comments, the definition of LambdaFit and of its oblivious semantics occupy roughly 2800LOC; the construction of IrisFit, including the reasoning rules and the core soundness theorem, represent 9200LOC; the definition of the default semantics of LambdaFit and the proof of the safety and liveness theorems take up 4500LOC; and the verification of the case studies represents 6400LOC. In addition to these numbers, we re-use about 3700LOC of proofs from Madiot and Pottier [2022] and from our own previous work [Moine et al. 2023]. We provide tactics that facilitate reasoning with IrisFit and achieve a basic level of automation thanks to the Diaframe library [Mulder et al. 2022].

In future work, we would like to determine whether immutable data structures could be specified and verified in a more pleasant and lightweight manner. At present, IrisFit offers no special support for immutable data structures: every memory block is considered mutable by default, and it is up to the user to exploit the logical tools offered by Iris, such as invariants, to indicate that a memory block is immutable. In this paper, we have done so in the special case of closures: we have been able to describe the behavior of a closure via a persistent predicate, while still allowing for its deallocation. We would like to investigate whether this approach can be extended to all immutable data structures. Independently of this question, we would like to apply IrisFit to more ambitious case studies. This includes larger examples as well as subtler concurrent examples. For the latter, Harris’s list [Harris 2001] and multi-CAS algorithms such as RDCSS [Harris et al. 2002] seem good candidates.

We would also like to draw upon our experience with IrisFit to investigate automated static analyses of the worst-case heap space complexity of a program in the presence of garbage collection. As far as we know, relatively few such analyses have been presented in the literature [Braberman et al. 2008; Unnikrishnan and Stoller 2009; Albert et al. 2013] and none of them is justified by a machine-checked argument. It would be interesting to justify existing analyses by reduction to the reasoning rules of IrisFit or to draw inspiration from these rules to design new analyses.
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